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ABSTRACT 

'Poore broaken Propertyes': Rochester and the crisis of aristocratic authority 

GiUian Woodford 

This study is an exploration ofthe socio-economic implications ofJohn W h o &  Earl 

of Rochester's libertine poetic expression in the context of his function as a 

Restoration court poet at the junction of the incipient economic revolution and the 

finai deche of the political and ideological influence of the aristocracy. This is 

achieved by Iocating his place in üterary history through cornparison with earlier 

Renaissance writers and his interpretation of estabiished literary foms, especidly those 

tradiionally associated with court literature. The specific topics explored are 

Rochester's use of Augustan wit as a fiinction of aristocratic authority, and his 

transformation of the pastoral idiom in üght of the changing perception of property in 

the Iate seventeenth century. 
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Rochester: socio-economics and literary history 

Writing for the reopening of the Dniry Lane Theatre in 1747 Samuel 

Johnson offered this assessrnent of Restoration iiteratwe: 

The wits of Charles found easier ways to fame, 
Nor wished Jonson's art, or Shakespeare's flarne; 
Themselves they studied; as they felt they wnt; 
Intrigue was plot, obscenity was wit. 
%ce was always a sympathetic fiiend; 
They pleased their age, and did not seek to mend. 
Yet bards Iike these aspired to lashg praise, 
And proudly hoped to pirnp in fûture days. 
Their cause was generai, their supports were strong, 
Their slaves were willing, and their reign was long: 
Till Sharne regained the post that Sense betrayed, 
And V i e  called Obiivion to her aid.' 

With these words Johnson gathers up and rnagnines the Mt ies  of the Restoration 

period, reading them negatively against the English üterary tradiion, hally tossing 

them on the scrapheap ofbOblivion.' He could not ove~look the starthg shifi that 

had taken place between the Renaissance and the Restoration; the former, with its 

sense of value and its transcendent scope, had given way to a literature of painstaking 

yet seerningly superficial self-examination, where a digdjhg tragic vision was 

replaced by comic sophistication. Johnson, lamenting the state of the stage in his own 

day, is sensitive to the corruption of 'Jonson's art and Shakespeare's fiame' which he 

attrtiiutes to the Restoration writers. He acknowiedges that the 'vice' they 'pimp7 is 

syrnptomatic of a Iarger social and histoncai movement, which he indicates in his 

allusions to the 'cause' of the Restoration writers, refierring obliquely to their 

aansforrnation ofthe Good Old Cause ofthe C i  War into a 'generd cause7 of 

immorairn,, and the 'post' betrayed by Seuse, which evokes the issue of patronage 

politics. But Johnson win not accept that these changes represented sezious issues in 

their own right, because he needs to eradicate th& compting influence, which was 



still fiesh in his day. Nevertheles, these same issues did consciously rage in the 

period's liteniture, and since it was an age dominated by cynicism and irony, they 

found their greatest expression in cornic idiorns k e  satire and comedy of manners. 

The literary authority of courtly wnters was restored with the monarchy in 1660, and 

the bans of both these reconstitutions was beliefin the potency of the realm and the 

value of the restored lands. However, the Puritan radicais m e  the revolting peasants 

of the fourteenth century and the renouncers ofland enclosure in the sixteenth century) 

had shown them that England's land could be the basis for a very dierent authority, 

proved explicitly by the forty years of interregnum that preceded them. Even more 

problematic was the foothold gained by the commercial classes which was further 

throwing the traditional notions ofproperty and authority, and related courtly concepts 

like wit and honour, into question. In light of these disruptions, for an aristocratie 

libertine poet like John Who t ,  Earl of Rochester, 'obscenity war wit' (to revert to 

Johnson's definition) because he knew that, in an abstntcted sense, wit was obscenity - 

that literature was being corrupted as much as it was corrupting. It is this paradox in 

Rochester's work that forms the crw< of the present study. 

Rochester has long been a figure of controversy and fascination. A product of 

the Engiish Revolution, he was the son of the royalist generd Henry W î o t  who was 

created the fkst Earl of Rochester for s e ~ c e  rendered to the king-În-de Charles II, 

and Anne St John Lee, a fiercely Protestant royaiist who fought hard to keep her son's 

Mordshire estate intact durhg the Commonwealth. Despite her efforts, the estate 

left to their son was srnail and poor. But though his father died when he was no more 

thm five, the generai's relationship with the h g  enabled Rochester to arrive at 

Whitehd d e r  his grand tour in 1664 fidl of promise for a s u c c d  court career. 

such a bond with the king codd prove as vaiuable as a fortune. Rochester's handsome 

looks and sparkling wit made him popuiar with court and king, but his ingrainecl sense 

of the traditional mdependent authority of the aristo~acy, which found expression Ui 



court Iarnpoons and libeiious impromptus, did not, and he was fiequently banished. In 

his own day, he scandalised observers and delighted his fnends with his outrageous 

poetry and pranks, and his Iegendary amours. He was rewarded by the king with an 

annuity and an appointment as Gentleman of the Bedchamber, but his salary and the 

annuity were in constant arrears and he was chronicdy in debt.' 

His farnous deathbed conversion, transcnbed by his equaliy famous confesser 

Gilbert Burnet, becarne a classic tale ofpenitence, and was widely read for the next 

two centuries. Throughout the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries the Rochester myth 

was sustained and expanded, and he appeared as a stock character in various plays and 

novels, representing both the archetypal debauchee and reformed sirmer.' Arnong his 

peers, he was esteemed a brilliant wit, and although Dryden considered h h  an 

amateur, his poetry provided an important mode1 for Augustans like Alexander Pope 

and Matthew Prior. Untii the middle of the eighteenth century Rochester was M y  

ensconced in the canon of English literature, but it is only in the last thirty years that 

his work has begun to reappear. 

The shift in Rochester's reputation was due in part to Samuel Johnson's 

cool appraisal of his poetic ability in Liws of the Engiish Poets (1 779), which 

contains some discussion of the poems, but in the end reduces him to his 

wasted potentid: 

In al1 his works there is a sprightliness and vigour, and everywhere may 
be found tokens of a mind which study might have c h d  to 
excelience. What more cm be expected t?om a Life spent m ostentatious 
contempt of regularhy, and ended before the abilities ofmany other 
men began to be displayed?' 

Waam Hazlitt could So rd  to be more generous, wnting many generations 

Iater and m an age that saw the revivai ofa new kind ofromantic libertinism; he 

remarked that Rochester's "contempt for everythmg others respect, almost 

amounts to sublimity.* Rochester's reputation was reaily only rescued fiom 



hfiamy in the twentieth century. New editions of his poerns began to appear in 

the 1920s. but he did remaîn an object of censorship and these editions were 

either bowdlerized or they omitted the obscene works altogether. It was not 

untii the publication of David Vieth's Complete Poems of John Wilmof, Eml of 

Rochester in 1968 that Rochester criticism was effdvely revived, and it has 

been building steadily ever since. Studies of Rochester's work complement 

those of Restoration drama - especidy comedy - which embodies the world Ui 

which he thrived. He is a h g  representation of the libertine rake, a member 

of the dllninished aristocracy, and a sometimes brüüant poet and clear-eyed 

recorder of his society's idiosyncrasies. Much of the more recent criticisrn has 

focused on the erotic elements of Rochester's poetry, the sexual anxiety 

expressed, and his nihiiisrn, uncovering new complexity in his work, and is 

finally moving on £îom the myth of vainglory and indulgence of 'the wicked 

earl' that has persistently ovenhadowed his ~ o r k . ~  

Taking my cue Eom Richard Braveman's work on the socio-economic 

implications of the Restoration comic idiom, 1 will examine the underlying economies 

(moral, semal, as weii as hancial) that Som Rochester's work, as weli as the 

relation ofthese economies tu the court society he fiinctioned within and the crisis of 

the aristocracy, in as Iate stages during the Restoration. These issues are 

bndamentally connected to property - the way it was perceiveci, the way it was 

exchaoged, and the auuiority it yielded - and Rochester's reactions reff ect this Iuik 

The fist chapter of this study explores his use ofwit as a sïgniner for aristocratie 

authorïty and how this is problematised by both the rishg tide of commercial 

economics and Rochester's personal cynicism about the c o d y  ethos. The second 

chapter analyses his pastoral output, assessing it m terms ofhis manipulation of the 

form's tradition and as an expression ofthe growing schism between the mterests of 

the town and the country- Rochester adhered to a libertine aesthetic, and again and 



again he uses sexual and obscene imagery and powemil voracious female characters to 

highlight the degradation of traditional aristocratie authority, and he semalises wit as a 

property ofgenerous excess that combats what he sees as the duii meanness of the 

encroaching bourgeoisie. But titerat~re was already moving out of the conhes of 

courtly patronage, and the hint of wit as a representation of mobile property - money - 

appears as a source of anxiety in many of Rochester's poems. Through both his 

conception of wit and his use of pastoraf, Rochester contriiutes to the Restoration 

expression ofanxiety about these economic and social changes, and his own situation 

as an impoverished but undoubtedly privileged courtier adds mance to his critical 

expressions of defiance framed in satires and lyrics that are Wulent portrayals of a 

diseased society crumbling under the weight of hypocrisy and greed. 

Richard Braverman provides a socio-econornic fiamework for deiineating the 

ideology that heiied the negotiations of Restoration comedy, which has clear relevance 

for Rochester's body ofwork. At the centre of Braverman's reading is the Restoration 

rake figure, who is descnied as a social parasite who with utter disregard breaks the 

laws of exchange essentid to his culture's communication whereby he "asserts an 

alternative economy of desire to fit his sovereign ego" in order to maintain his requisite 

arktocratic independenceS7 The iibertine rake pays for what he takes oniy with words, 

quite iiteraiiy living by his wit: "as the 'courtly' medium of exchange, wit signals the 

accommodation of the verbal economies of sovereign will and word to the social 

sphere, where the courtier exercises correlative personai powers."* Wit dso controls 

sexuai exchange, behg the currency in the trade of women, an empty currency paid to 

the cuckolded husband and to the woman herseif, in an act which had l e s  to do with 

s e d  desire than i does with social and economic amiety. The gentry "are 

mckoIded because the actual powers they possess, as members of the chss they 

reprisent, liniit the libertine's potency to the social sphere. And it is there that the 



libertine parasites marital commerce - the bonds between men ensured by the 

circulation of women, a transaction of central importance to gentry authority.'* 

The upheavais that accompanied the shift fiom a property-based to a credit 

economy are reflected in the literature of the Restoration through the expression of 

anxiety about changing power bases and the correspondmg rise of independence in the 

literary sphere itself, with professionai writers living less by the s e ~ c e  of ariaocratic 

patronage and more by the direct eamings oftheir pen, implying their ideological shift 

toward the individualist movement successfiiliy propounded by the bourgeoisie. The 

politicai philosopher J. G. A. Pocock argues in yirhre, Commerce, mdHistory that the 

confIict was based in new questions about the understandmg of property and authority, 

questions raised in the debate surroundhg the renewal of patronage politics by the 

crown in the 1670s. As Pocock's anaiysis foms an important part of the background 

to the discussion in the proceeding chapters, 1 v d l  briefly summarise his views here. 

Pocock argues that the two major strains of opposition in the late seventeenth 

century reassessment of these matters were the classicai agrarian view which saw 

property "as the basis of independence and virtue,"'o an idea bound up with notions 

about patrÎotism and civic duty, the second force came fiom a mobile conception of 

property which saw itselfas connected to "the rnobility of the individual in an 

increashgiy commercial society as teaching hirn the need for fiee deference to 

authority."" Cruciaily, both sides represent "expIidy post-feudai ideals."" The 

former group was traditionaily suspicious of money as a medium of exchange, fearing 

that it begot relationships between people and govemment that, because ofthe nature 

of credit, were far fiom independent, and there was a fear that Whese relationships 

wuid be owned, and could be means ofowning pe~ple."'~ Pocock points out that 

"once political Wtue was dedared to have an agrarian base, it was located in the past; 

and the movement ofhistory toward credif commerce, and the market was dehed as 

a movement toward culture but away fiom virtue." l4 As a result, by the Restoration 



period the once-central ideology honour had become "a social value rather than a 

transcendent Wtue, and is no longer rewarded as it once was."'' Issues of class in 

Rochester's poems - mainly metaphoncal representations of the stniggie for power 

between the gentry, bourgeois, and aristocratie interests - point us to an underlying 

narrative about the concems about property, land, expenditure, and honour. The 

basic and deep-seated assumptions "that land, or red property, tended to make men 

independent citizens, who actualised their natural political capacity, whereas mobile 

property tended to make them artincial beings, whose appetites and powers could and 

must be regulated by a sovereign" were being challenged by the reality of the changes 

Along with these pressures of history, Rochester dso struggled under a literary 

anxiety of innuence from the srnooth Cavaliers, the intense Metaphysicais, and the 

great court writen of the Renaissance. Despite Johnson's conclusions about the 

period, the writers ofthe Restoration were versed in the literary history that preceded 

them, and Rochester fUy understood the implications of the coded court language he 

inherited. He played with their foms and expressed them in the diaorted voice of his 

histoncal moment. There was a continuity in the education of seventeenth century 

courtiers that was reflected in the poetic language, but in earlier court literature there 

was an attempt at universabty and historical transcendence that libertine Restoration 

literature often rejeçted or undermined. What was it that spdca i iy  led the latter 

Wrifers to shy away fiom universahy in their subject matter, yet attracted them to the 

great transcendent foms of classicai iiterature? What made them diierent Born the 

wnters who came before? Braverman offers a usefid anaiysis: 

the literary inhentance that had for so long supportai both the ideology and 
substance ofa sovereign - or in literary terms, heroic - order was severely 
strained Courtiy modes celebrating sovereign power through public, heroic 
actions of princes and courtiers - ciramatic romance and tragedy, for example - 
were undermined by altemative generic expressions such as the comedy of 
manners and, evenhiaiiy, the novel, genres thai rejected heroic patterns for 



more private, 'domestic' activities such as marital courtship and contact, the 
conveyance ofproperty, and husbanding of both wife and estate - in short, 
activities of the gentry rather than the hg ' s  

It is apparent that the same anxieties that accompanied the ovenvhelming scientific and 

new world discovenes that were responsible for, among others, the scepticism of 

Donne's circie, never went away but were in fact accentuated by the revolutionary 

political events of the rniddle and late seventeenth century. While the Renaissance 

writers were bold in developing styles and philosophic flourishes, the Restoration 

writers used the oldest of forms as arenas for dissecting a magnined vision of their own 

specid concerns. Both Ied to a great deai of fiee play with ideas and form, as weil as 

inviting distortions, detiberate and otherwise. Donne's age was a time when poets 

clung to language, twisted and shaped it, as something they hoped they could still 

betieve Ui; by the Restoration that hope was hanging in the balance. With their 

exclusive coteries dissolving in the face of an expanding authorship, the shared 

vernadar that had attempted to keep wit confined was proving unviable - new words, 

new worlds, and new social, historical, and econornic realities were taking over and the 

fiuth in language, "nourished by the Stoic doctrine of the Logos and by the traditional 

Christian contemplation of God as mirrored in His Creation," was severely shaken? 

The neo-classical movement was both a syrnptom and an attempted cure for this, an 

a n c h o ~ g  in the greatness ofwestern civilisation when so much of their recent beliefs 

were being questioned. In France neo-classicism was concemed with a d h e ~ g  to or 

quietiy subverthg the awesome authority oflouis X W s  oncien régime; in Engiand 

the wnters adopted ancient styles to fiame th& vignettes of contemporary Lae in a 

sty1ised r d s m  that had never been seen before. The contradictions of the age are 

ilIustrative of the problems: the age obsessed with nature that is highly artificiel the 

age obsessed with ornament and appearance that despised foppery, the age that vaiued 

regularity of verse but yet seemed d e d  by chaotic forces beyond themselves. 



The progression was also idluenceci by the différence in the regime the 

Restoration writers iived under. The court system ofEngland had by the late 

seventeenth century become a w i h g  host to a great number of parasites, fiorn the 

power-hngry aristocrat to patronage-seeking poets and musicians. The legacy of the 

Tudor and earîy Stuart courts was a culture ofinterdependence between the courtiers 

and the revered monarch, with the former paying symbolical tnibutes in an elaborate 

dance offlattery and feaky to the latter. This system limited the aristocracy's power by 

producing a code of honour wherein there is no end to the cyclical relationship 

between debtor and benefactor. The monarch attempted to control his aristocrats and 

their access to red power by enwring that they were in a constant state of obligation 

to hirn. The emerguig party system in Engiand was beginning to put an end to this, but 

the Stuart mlers and aristocrats aiilce were nahirally resistant because it meant a large 

portion of-their power was being transferred to the monied gentry class. In his seminal 

study of the court systems of early modem Europe, The Cuurt Socieîy, Norbert Ebas 

describes the irresistible lure of the court, that drained the resources and authority of 

the nobiiity but also provided them their oniy means of actualisation. Elias notes that 

the court reality was slightly diierent in England, and cites the London season, when 

the 'good families' of the aristocracy and upper gentry met in London, as a defming 

factor, 

The member Eunities, the 'good' families ofthe nobility and of the wealthier 
bourgeois 'gentry,' while usuaiIy spending part of their year at their country 
houses scattered across the country, resided for severai months, durùig the 
'season,' in their town houses in London.. . . Here, constituting with their 
weaith of persona1 contacts the 'good socÎety7 of the country, Society with a 
capital S, a market of opinion, they mutually passed muster and, in a constant 
round of social diversions interspersed with the great dramas of the inter-party 
parliamentary struggies, theu m d ~ d u d  market value, their reputations, their 
prestige, in a word their personai social power - in keeping with the code of 
'good socîety' - were exaiteci, abased, or l o~ t . ' ~  



The London season was also a mating season for the aristocracy, where the great 

families communed to enlarge their fortunes through 'good matches.' This aspect 

foms the basis for the comedy of the Restoration, which reproduces the tensions of 

the aristocracy through the "idiom ofmanners, an idiom that mediates the discourse of 

honour through a revised value system that prizes verbal acuity, sexuai potency, and 

theatrical presence?' Rochester, too, embodies these anxieties in his irreverent court 

satires and mock-heroic obscene poetry written within the disruptive comic idiom. He 

moved in that world, migrating back and forth between country estate and court 

intrigues, cursing each when he was away fîom the other. He was a theatricai figure 

famous for his debauchery who was used as a mode1 for libertine characters such as 

Dorimant in his fkiend George Etherege's Man of Mod. He engaged in titeral 

aristocratie struggles in high-profile quarrels with his younger contemponuies Sir Carr 

Scroope and the Earl of Mulgrave based oaensibly in poetic legitimacy but having 

more to do with status at court. And his fmous masquerades u s d y  had him playing 

the role of a lower-class trickster, such as the doctor's advertisement he issued as 

Alexander Bendo the ItaIian mountebank, or the more spunous legend of the village 

W e r  who put out the bottoms of the pots he was cornmissioned to repair. 

In the Rochester myth, he is reckoned a man between two worlds, an urbane 

man of parts and the üterary country husbandman. He is reputed to have done moa of 

his wntllig while convaiescing at his country homes after fiequent bouts ofdebauchery 

at Court, and in Aubrey's classic rendering "He was wom to say that when he came to 

Brentford the Devill entered Uito him and never left him tiil he came into the Country 

a,+-"' On the other hand, his other country retreat, Woodstock Lodge, was 

famousiy used as a playground for pastoral lewdness. He reputedy had erotic murais 

minteci on the wds, and engaged in scandalous activities iike nude bathing and naked 

sylvan f?olics in the Company of f ehw  courtiers escaping the @d ofcourtly duty. In 

his Ietters fkom the country he often expresses disdain for the very intrigues that 



consumed him when he was at court. He remarked to his fiend Henry Savile in 

London, in part of an elaboration on fkiendship ~ ' W ç h  as it is the most diffcuit & rare 

accident in Mie, is aiisoe the Best, nay perhaps the only good one7') that 
this thought has soe intirely possest mee since 1 came into the Country (where 
only one can think, for you att Court thinke not att all or att least as ifyou were 
shutt up in a Drurnme, you cm thinke of nothing but the noise is made about 
you) y' 1 have made mmy senous reflections upon it and amonga others, 
gather'd one Maxim wCbl desire should be comrnunicated to our fieind Mr 
Guye that wee are bound in moraliity and cornmon Honesty to endemur after 
competent riches, since it is certain that few (ifany) uneasy in their fortunes 
have prov'd firme & clear in their Eeindshipps; a very poore feUow is a very 
poore fieuid, and not one of a thousand can bee good natur'd to another who is 
non pleas'd within himself." 

Like the parasite, Rochester is a man cbbetween two worlds: he is the dissonance 

blocking the symbolic communication of a new social formation, whiie at the same 

time he is the catalyst assisting its articulation.'" 
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Chapter 1 

Spendmg and spewing: 
Rochester's social, economic, and s e d  expression of wit 

Just as the vagaries of canonisation have been recognised in our tirne as being 

dictated as much by social and hiaorical contingency as notions of transcendent 

'genius,' the literary debates during the Restoration period about cntical value have 

been in recent discussions increasingiy exarnined in tenns of class and gender. Our 

understanding of the central Restoration concept wit is bene- fkom such analyses, 

though it rernains an under-explored aspect of late seventeenth century literary history. 

Today no one would question whether or not Rochester was a wit - for students of the 

period, his reputation and his work are the Wtual embodiment of the t e m  But in his 

own day the fact was f u  Rom secure: his wit was questioned, he questioned the wit of 

others, and even in poems where wit (and its defonned sibiing, foppery) would seem to 

have no place conceptuaüy - his 'love' poems for instance - it crops up over and over, 

never appearing quite the same twice, aiways intangrile yet integral. This had 

something to do with the graduai redefinition of wit throughout the seventeenth 

century, nom its earüer meanhg as 'intellect' or 'wÏsdom,' to the later addiion of key 

elements üke surprise, paradox, and quickness. But when we begh to examine the 

signification of Augustan wit beyond these general characteristics, in the minds of 

contemporary thùikers, it is quickiy apparent that thek understanding is no more soüd 

than our own - that wit, central as it is to Augustan üterature, was never a td ïed 

concept, but because its implications were always understood to reach fàr beyond 

poetics, more was at stake than its iiterary definition. 

The Restoration abounded with pamphlets, treatises, and essays on the subjeq 

it is apparent that the period was preoccupied with the d e t i o n  of wit and the 

fimction it shoufd fiilnl in society. Wt is the aiErmation "of an atl-embracing social 

ideal"' and is tied &edy to the era's larger concems of Nature and ûrder, which m 



tum were the drivhg forces behind the adoption of both a sirnpler more colioquial 

literary diction and in the advocacy of plain English by the Royal S o c i e ~  that rose out 

ofthe scientifïc revolution ongoing in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. This 

chapter endeavoun to investigate the role of wit in Rochester's poetry and tirne, with a 

view to examuiing how it was both a product and a cause of the class and gender 

struggies so evident in the poetry and d m a  of the day, and how key elements of this 

prescient stmggie anticipate the econornic revolution ofthe 1690s. To this end 1 wiil 

investigate the role of wit in Rochester's works as a currency and as an expression of 

sell; mascuiinity, and class, and attempt to corne to tems with why so central a trope 

was so clearly hught  for the poet. 

Before deivhg into the role of wit in Rochester's work, it would first be usefbl 

to mention some of the wntings that played a part both in the understandimg and 

promotion of wit, and its f i  into disuse in the second half of the eighteenth century. 

First a look at Thomas Hobbes, whose writings, building on Francis Bacon's work, in 

many ways dictated the direction of philosophical debate into the next generation; then 

a passage f?om Locke's Esscy Concemhg Humm Understanding and haiiy a brief 

look at Pope's arnbiguous representations ofwit in the Essqy on Criticism. These last 

writings post-date both Rochester and the heyday ofwit's real eminence on stage and 

in poetry, but in their conscious back-glancing at the Restoration titerary debates they 

shed a great deai oflight on the events, and their interpretations (dong with those of 

other influentid early eighteenth century figures Iike John Demis, Joseph Addison, and 

Richard Steele) have indehbly shaped Our understanding of Restoration wit 

Hobbes's ideas were ememely infiuential at coud and his keen interest in 

describmg the worid aromd him was aained as weii on his contemporaries, and he 

included discussions of wit as an eIement of human nature in seved of his treatises, 

Bis view ofwit began with the beliefthat "both h c y  and judgmaa are comrnody 

comprehended under the narne of wit, which seemeth a tenuity and @ty ofspints, 

contrary to that restiveness of the spirits supposed in those that are d d ?  GraduaiIy, 



however, his work began to contain a split between fancy and judgement, as he became 

concemed that wit was being identified with fancy only, and in negative opposition to 

judgement. By L650 when the LeMathan appeared he was making distinctions 

between the fiinctions of the two, wrïting that "In a good poem.. . both judgment and 

fancy are required; but the fancy must be eminent, because they please for the 

exhavagancy, but ought not to displease by indiscretion." He qualifies this a few 

paragraphs Iater, saying that "where wit is wanting, it is not fancy that is wanting but 

discretion. Judgment thediore without fancy is wit, but fancy without judgment not." 

Discretion, like wif is a d e  that embodies a union between fmcy and judgement, 

but in the end the equality ofthat union was unbalanced by judgement's seemingly 

naturalised comection with discretion. Hobbes wrote that 

those that observe their similitudes, in case they be such as are but rarely 
observed by others, are said to have a go& wit, by which, in this occasion, is 
meant a good fmcy* But they that observe their merences and dissimilitudes, 
which is called distinguishhg and disceming and judging between thing and 
thing, in case such discemllig be not easy, are said to have a good judgment; 
and particularty in matter of conversation and business wherein times, places, 
and penons are to be discerned, this Mmie is catied DISCEETION.' 

Hobbes emphasises over and over in the discussion that fancy, though an important 

element in the constniction of wit, is subordhate to judgement and that judgement and 

discretion are interdependent and essentid properties ofwit. The preface to one of 

Hobbes's last works, his translation of Homer's Odysey (1675). reflects the moralistic 

element ofien present in the debate raging in the satires and pamphlets of the day about 

the prominent use ofwit a s  a signifier of honour and power. In the preface he 

observes with regret that "men more generally affect and admire Fancie than they do 

either ludgment, or Reason, or Memory, or any other Uneilectud Vernie; and for the 

pleasantness ofit, give to t aione the narne of W* accountuig Reason and ludgment 

but for a duiI entertainment.n6 These worrÏes about the possibility of 'indiscretion,' 

which Hobbes compared to a kmd ofmadness7 beaune, especiaiiy in Locke, a deep- 

held anxiety about witlhcy's ab* to deceive people's senses and th& mords. 



Molalists of the Restoration - Eom the powemil statesman Edward Hyde, Earl 

of Clarendon to the theatre controversialist Jeremy Collier - had always viewed the 

expression ofRestoration wit with distaste, linking it causdiy with the religious 

scepticisrn and generai decline in decency they perceived in their contemporaries.' 

Locke took these concerns out ofthe r e h  ofmorality and into his discussions of 

epistemology, and with reason and force anxiousiy questioned At's currency, and in 

many ways wrote its death warrant. In Locke's view, wit takes an 

assemblage of ideas, and putting those together with quickness and variety, 
wherein can be found any resemblance or congmity, thereby to make up pleasant 
pictures, and agreeable Visions in the Fancy Judgment, on the contrary, lies 
quite on the other side, in separating carefbiiy one fiom another, Ideas wherein 
can be found the least difference, thereby to avoid being misled by similitude, and 
by aflhity to take one thing for another. This is a way of proceeding quite 
contrary to Metaphor and Musion, wherein, for the most part, lies that 
entertainment and pleasantry of Wii  which strikes so iively on the Fancy? and is 
therefore acceptable to ail people.8 

Where similitude, encompasshg rnetaphor and allusion, had once been perceived as a 

positive linguistic form, a pleasurable enhancement m e e d  to judgement, it had now 

become the means by which fancy led judgment (our faculty for detecting and 

Although Pope defends the rote of wit in An h a y  on Criticism, despite its best 

intentions, the poern essentidy begins wit's relegation to historichy, rather than prove 

its relevance, through its failure to define it concretely in any context pst or present. 

Pope observes that %rit and judgment often are at strifeJThough meant each other's 

aici, üke man and wife" @. 82-3). He desmies the rift as it arose nom a misreading of 

the ancient Greeks' "usehl des" a few lines later: 

The generous crÎtic fiinned the poet's fie, 
And taught the world with reason to admire 
Then niticism the Muse's handmaiden proved, 
To dress her charrns, and rnake her more beloveci: 
But following wits ftom that intention strayed, 
Who couid not woo the mistress wooed the maid. (IL LOO- 105) 



Pope is refening explicitly to the Restoration wits, irnplying that their 'wantonness' 

and lack of respect resulted in the degradation ofwit? The ESsay wants to rescue wit 

nom its Restoration ignornitly, and as part of this project Pope attempts a reunification 

between fancy and judgement. By this tirne, however, it was too late and Pope's 

knowing wit ends up embodying the very schism he is tqhg to correct - the &ay is 

littered with referencw to wit, nature, and judgernent, but the meanings are so 

multifarious that the conflict ends up being intemaüy reinforced. Perhaps the greatest 

legacy of the Essuy is that though wit was not resurrected, t was redeemed for 

posterity, and it is Pope's smooth epigrammatic style that is remembered as the 

definition of tme wit. But by the age of Johnson wit was already an historical 

phenomenon understood to have been practised by now pejorative 'men of leisure' 

nom whom the professional writer wished to distance himself. 

M e r  the many upheavals of the seventeenth century, one last revolution 

occurred on the eve of the next century, the hancial revolution of the 1690s The 

bloodless revolution of 1688 brought England a new king and queen and ushered in a 

new economic outlook for the country which included the establishment ofthe Bank of 

England and the concept ofpublic credit, a whoiiy new system of treasury which meant 

that "uidMduals and companies could invest money in the stability ofgovemrnent and 

expect a r e m  varying in proportion to the success of the government's operation~."'~ 

This led to a transformation in economic thought and gave rise to what Pocock 

d e s d e s  as "an ideology and a perception ofhistory which depicted political society 

and social personality as founded upon commerce: upon the exchange forms of mobile 

propew and upon modes ofconsciousness suited to a world of moving abjects."" 

Locke's and Pope's portrayals ofwit anticipate this shat by showhg us that wit had 

becorne, so mon after the precedence of the "Court Wits" in the Restoration, an object 

of suspicion liable for the deceptions of Chades II's reign, and that the eighteenth 

century's floundering beliefsystem was bom ofa ceatury of intense &sis, where 



'accepted' concepts Iike wit had fiu-reaching culturai, politicai, and economic 

implications. 

in an epiIogue he wrote for younger courtier Sir Francis Fane's play Love in 

the Dwk, Rochester constructs a witty critique of the literary concem with mobile 

property by associating the new craze for theatrical spectacles such as painted 

moveable sceneries and 'machines' that could create magicai effects Ue Dight and 

storms and the debasement of wit on the London stage: 'Wow to machines and a duIl 

masque you mnJ We find that wit's the monster you would shudT (11. 5-6)." The 

moveable stage props are a kind of mobile property that is daaling the audiences who 

are unaware and uncaring of the darnage Rochester believes the devaiuation of wit is 

doing. He goes on to make the class division ofthe economic debate explicit, with the 

mercenary theatre managers cursing the "men of wit" (1.60) who are figured here as 

prophets tehg the witless "merry citizens'' (1. 54) what they do not want to heu: that 

"'tis aIi damned stuff" (1. 58); 

They cry: 'Pox O' these Covent Garden men, 
Darnn 'em, not one of them but keeps out ten. 
Were they once gone, we for those thunderhg blades 
Should have an audience of substantid trades, 
Who love our muzzied boys and t e a ~ g  feliows. (Il. 48-52) 

The managen would prefer to be rid of the critical noblemen in exchange for an 

audience of stolid men oftrade who pay at the door without expectations offinding 

wit on the other side. Rochester's formulation essentiaüy reflects the reaction of many 

noblemen to the economic changes that were beginning to pndege mobüe concepts of 

prop- iike ctirrency and credii over their own land-based interests. 

Restoraîion comedy was one of the main forums where the battle over wit was 

played out, and the economic debates ofthe period were t a d y  present in the principle 

plot devices, marriage negotiations and cuckoldry. In the plays, fops tended to be 

members of the gentry who 'aped' their betters in fàshion, language7 and behaviour, 

but usually got it wrong through excessive application ofwhat they have learned, ie 



lack of 'discretion' - as Rochester's Artemiza put it, "God never made a Coxecombe 

worth a groate/ We owe that name to Tndustry, and Arts."" The cuckold was ofken a 

country gentleman or an urban merchant, though fops were fiequently the vi&s of 

cuckoldry as well. W i a m  Wycherley's The Country Wge is one ofthe classic and 

most compeliing representations of these characten: Horner the wit cuckolds both the 

country gentleman, Pinchwife, and the city merchant, Sir Jasper Fidget, while his friend 

and feiiow wit Harcourt cuckolds the play's fop, Sparkish. Eve Sedgwick has 

dissected the function of what she has termed homosocial desire in the play; she 

describes 

the special position of wit as a token ofclass membership or mobility, 
especially as these are associated with sexual status. In The Couno Wge, to 
be a wit, a gamester (at the expense of 'rooks' or 'bubbles'), a spendthrift, and 
a cuckolder, are a i l  associated with aristocratie gentlemen of the town. Lack of 
wit, conversely, goes with being a cuckold and with the urban bourgeoisie or 
the insufficiently urban gentry."" 

Wit, then, is an urban quality that is reuiforced by the traditional (land-based) authority 

of the aristocracy, money is dispensed in wiffilly 'useless' ways - on gambling, trifies, 

and mistresses - which were in fact strictly necessary as part of the requisite 

'conspicuous consurnption' of the nobility. Sedgwick notes that : 

The hidden, or uprooted, relation between these urbane yet noncornmercial 
young men and their landed economic and poLiticai base is already rather 
precarious and slippery in capitalist Restoration Engiand. . . . One consequence 
of their sublimation of that relation - the sublimation that is signified in this play 
by 'wit' - is that a &are of the prestige that belongs to their economic and 
political position can aiso be achieved by men who cultivate the signifier 'wit' 
even in the absence of its economic and political ground'mg? 

The m o b w  of both wit and the non-status men who aspire to t is dependent upon "a 

discipline of transcendent renunciation as weli as of ambition. As the examples of 

Pinchwife and Sir Jasper show, to appear to be concemed about material accumulation 

or consemation is fatal to the 'wit' even ofweaithy ari~tocrats."'~ When AIithea 

advises her brother Pinchwife at the end ofthe play that "Women and fortune are 



tmest stül to those that trust 'etn," the mie sense is that Homer would not have 

cuckolded him had he seemed less concemed about his property, his country wife." 

The fop was usually represented as a sexuaily passive, femïnised character who 

was nevertheless extremely popdar with women.'* His energies were ocaipied with 

courting the wits who were self-actualising, active characters, which reuiforced the 

notion of aristocratic independence the wits cultivated, especially (in the literary realrn) 

criticdy. The fops in the plays were blissfblIy unaware of the 'battles' being waged, 

which on the Iiterary battlefield were made up of arrnies each fighting under a seE 

defined banner of wit. But although it was a mock epic war made up ofhyperbolised 

mud-sünging, in its scope and effect - the mination of reputations - it could prove 

devastating. The wit's entire existence was in fact wrapped up in his definition against 

foppery, but there is aiways the chance that he could cross that h e  into excess, or be 

cuckolded and made a €001 - a wit's power was in his language and in hû sexuality. 

Richard Braverman d e s  in "Libertines and Parasites" that 

the libertine's prodigality issues from his most characteristic socid expenditure, 
his wit. Wit is more than a social skiil; it is a revised expression of the 
prevdent Renaissance trope, arms and letten. A figure of eloquence and a 
cavalier, the Iiberluie-parasite testses to the power of the Word in a double 
sense: sociaiiy, he mMves by his eloquence, and politicdy, his wit embodies 
the aristocratic virtues he 

These aristocratic values are what Bravennan refers to as 'sovereignty' of di, ego, 

and word, an independent vision of the nobility that is older and more potent than 

courtienhip (service to the king), and one which emphasises the arms aspect of 'arms 

and letters,' albeit metaphoricaiiy, and very often sexuaily. Braverman goes on to say 

that 

The heroes are spendthrifts in love, too, their IiiidinaI economy, in whkh d 
vigour is expended m the purchase ofpluwre, behg homologous to the 
monetary one. In both cases, spending is undertaken not only to maintain 
social status but to sustain the iiberthe's very being, contïnuous expenditure 
being the visible evidence of his power." 
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In Rochester, the rants against fops and women usually foUowed the same lines, and 

are bound up in the same issues, never f x  fkom questions of sema1 and social potency. 

The restored aristocrats who were not able to make the Ieap offith or imagination to 

the changhg tide occupied themselves with this fantasy conflct, while their red 

opponents were busy usurping their power base. In a sense the power base had 

already gone, and they were busying themselves with a poetic battIe because there was 

nothhg else for this once wanior-based group to do to show their potency, and 

because it defiected the real issue of what was at stake. 

The same tendency is evident in the behaviour of the shockingly violent banished 

cavaliers in Aphra Behn's Ine Rover: unable to accept their military defieat, they 

continue warring amongst themselves and chiefly against women in the name of a 

giorified lost cause. Behn slyly connects the waning critic and the defeated cavalier in 

the Epilogue: 

That mutinous Tn'be less Factions do beget, 
Than your continual differing in Wt; 
Your Judgrnent's (as your Passions) a Disease: 
Nor Muse nor Miss your Appetite can please (11.7-10) 

It was a shadowy war, however, where it was often difncult to tell one side from the 

other. Behn, like Pope after her, is commenthg on the debasement of the debate itself 

- that the war has lost its purpose, and fden not to its (imaginary) foes but to a 

disease of Wulence and inefficacy. She uses the sexualised comection to wit 

Merentiy than Pope - to him the maid had been replaced by a harlot, but to Behn the 

point is that no woman, neither the heavenly muse nor the earthly miss, can satisfy the 

now-depraved appetites of the critic/wit/rake- Rochester, and moa of the male 

Restoration Wrifers, stood by their vision ofwit, whose weapon is manifested in his 

stroager social and sexud potency - the images ofwitty speech, repartee and 

sharpness, have marked militaristic connotations, and it is this that in the end sepanited 

the wits fkom the fops. Whüe much ofthe rhetonc smunding the intricacies of the 

wit and foppery are vatid, with foppery representing forrn *out content, and 



unnaturd and excessive application of the ornarnents of wit, they are redy 

restatements of rules of taste about good and bad poetry. 

These contradictions are at the centre of the sexual negotiations in George 

Etherege's The Mm of Mode- The play's star is the consummate wit/rake figure, 

Dorirnant, fimously taken to be modelled on Etherege's good tiiend Rochester. The 

representation of the potent rake is unsettled Gom the beginning - the title refers to the 

play's p ~ c i p a i  fop and the play is subtitled in his honour: Sir Fopling Flutter. John 

Demis atnnned the Rochester characterisation in his 1722 "Defense of Sir Fopling 

Now 1 remember very wel that upon the first acting this comedy, it was 
generaily believed to be an agreeable representation of the persons of condition 
of both sexes, both in court and tom; and that al1 the world was charmed with 
Dorimant; and that it was unanimously agreed that he had in him several of the 
qualities of Wilmot Earl of Rochester, as his wit, his spirit, his amorous temper, 
the channs that he had for the fair sex, his falsehood, and his hconstancy; the 
agreeable marner of his chiding his servants.. . ; and lastly, his repeating on 
every occasion the verses of Waller, for whom that noble lord had a very 
particular esteem? 

Hobbesian naturalism was Uiterpreted by the court wits to allow that men shouid not 

be &aid to indulge their natural impulses. Rochester himself reported to Bumet that 

the two Mmcins ofhis Morality then were, that he should do nothing to the 
hurt of any other, or that mght prejudice his own hedth: and he thought that 
all pleasure, when Î t  did not interfere with these, was to be induiged as the 
gratification ofour natural Appetites. It seemed unreasonable that these were 
put into a man oniy to be restrained, or curbed to such narrowness: This he 
applied to the fiee use of Wme and Women." 

In the Ine Mm of Mode Dothant masquerades as a top named Courtage in order to 

be with Hamet, the witty heiress he is courting, whose mother disapproves ofhis wiId 

reptation as "the prince of aii the devils in the town - deiights in nothuig but in rapes 

and nots? The mother, lady WoodvÎIl, is charmed by Dorimant's foppish aker-ego, 

and Haniet, who has contrived the hoax herself; plays with the ùnplications ofthe dud 

personalay in Dorimant's presence: 



HARRIET: Lord, how you admire this man! 
LADY WOODV~LL: What have you to except against h? 
HARRIET: He's a fop. 
LADY WOODVILL: He's not a DoNnant, a wild, extravagant feUow of the 
mes* 
HARRIET: He's a man made up of foms and cornmonplaces, sucked out ofthe 
remaining lees of the last age." 

On one level she is merely teasing him, but more profoundly, Dorimarit, despite being 

an 'extravagant feiiow of the times,' is 'sucked out of the remahhg lees of the last 

age' - especially in his love affairs where he spews forth the conventions of courtly 

love and woos with borrowed lines nom Waiier's poems; his utterances are devoid of 

any metaphysid meaning because of their basis in the physicai and thus become mere 

'form,' as empty as foppery. Significantly, whiie Hamiet utters her ironic assessrnent 

of Courtage, Dorimant, in an aside, fiets over a conflicting rendezvous with another of 

his mistresses: "The hour is almost corne 1 appointed Bellinda, and I am not so 

foppishly in love here to forget. I am flesh and blood yet."" Although he seems to 

have ignored Hamiet's words, he is directly reacting to them, asserting his masculine 

power as a wit and rake by re-transforrning into Dorimant. He departs hediately 

afterward for a sexual tryst with Bellinda (who derives linle pleasure because she is 

betraying her fiend Loveit, his former mistress) - this is his way ofproving that he is 

'flesh and blood yet,' and not 'made up offoms,' by supplementing 'foppish' love 

with a loveless sexual exchange. 

The inherent diicuities in coming to ternis with the paradoxes ofthe wit 

debate are ever-present in Rochester's work. Though he ofien tried to assert through 

sheer force of (sexual) wül that the best poet was he who has the most power - that 

wit was an inherited vntue like honour and property - such ideas were dtimately 

unviable in the changing climate of late seventeenth cenhiry society. Now anyone 

with the education, intelligence, and ambition codd be accepted as a wit. Rochester 

was also forced to accept the unavoidable fact that fàr nom all aristocnits were wïts, a 

fact powerfully reinforceci in his feud with fellow courtier John Sheffield, Eari of 
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MuIgrave. The aruciety caused by these contradictions is notably explored in poems 

like "The hperfect Enjoyment," in which the male sema1 will fails, with tragic 

consequenees; or "A Letter fiom Arterniza in the Towne to Chloe in the Countrey," in 

which wit is shown to have turned tyrant, just as Behn predicted. As aristocratic 

honour was demystined it led to a protracted criticism of the aristocratic order fiom 

the ïncreasingly articulate commercial classes, as well as its own ranks especially via 

the satires of the Restoration court. Jua as these economic notions began to give way 

to a dialogue between landed and mobile property especidy afker the Glonous 

Revolution, the violence of the war of the wits and fops abated and gave way to the 

resettlement described in Braverman's andysis of The Wqy of the Worid as a new era 

based on economic trust rather than aristocratic honour. Rochester's subtIe and 

critical explorations of the ongohg economic and philosophicai exchanges, h e d  

variously in court satires, s e d  metaphors, and Iiterary feuds, are eloquent records of 

a vain but passionate aristocratic resistance. 

I C h  stmggte and the b d e  of the wits 

Among the most overt expressions of the interconnection between arÏstocratic 

consolidation and the question ofwit in Rochester's poetry are the literary feuds in 

which he was involved, notabIy with John Dryden and John Sheffield, Earl of 

Mulgrave. Rochester employs the common Restoration practice of reducing his satinc 

subject to a sexud allegory, but the subject's social status becomes a factor in how the 

satire is executed; accusations of semal deficiency are freely Ievelied at Dryden, 

levelled at his general bourgeois Enrgaiïty, while in the direct attacks on Mulgrave 

sacual excess is the preferred target, as weU as a marked inclination for the use of 

scurnIous barbq which in th& grossness represent the debasement of his social 

position. 

Rochester's attack on Dryden and a hoa of minor Restoration playwrights in 

=An Auusion to Horacen is perhaps the best known example of the fi ood of exchanges 
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ofvarying degrees ofquality between the rivai poets of the day. Rochester's quarrel 

with Dryden seems to have begun after Rochester lampooned the laureate in "An 

Musion to Horace;" written probably in the latter part of 1675. Animosities 

smouldered between the two for about four years, culminahg in the December 1679 

attack on Dryden in Rose Mey by a band of thugs believed by many at the time to 

have been hired by Rochester." Rochester had been Dryden's patron when his comedy 

Mmriage a [a Mode, dedicated to Rochester, appeared in March 1673. About three 

years after the circulation of "An Nusion to Horace" Dryden pubiished with Ail for 

L m ,  his 1678 adaptation of Shakespeare's Antony and Cieopatru, a Preface that 

contained thidy-disguised attacks on Rochester and feliow courtier George Villiers, 

Duke of Buckingham, who was the leader of a group ofcourtly writers who had 

lampooned Dryden in the L 671 play B e  Rehearsai. The years that lapsed between the 

attacks and Dryden's counterattacks seem to be the result of Dryden taking the tirne to 

consolidate his court connections before launchhg against two infiuentid courtiers 

who were at this time very close to the king. As an example of the complications of 

famiiy and fnendship connections among this group, Ail for Love was dedicated to 

Thomas Osborne, Earl of Danby who was the Lord Treasurer during this penod. The 

Secretary of the Treasury was poütician and erstwhile poet Sir Robert Howard, who 

had not ody been knighted for saving the We of Rochester's father Henry Whot,  but 

had been immortalised as the foolish Sir Positive A t 4  in Shadweii's n e  SuIIen 

Lovers. Howard had also been usurped by his brother-in-law Dryden as the prirnary 

target of satire of The Rehemsal. During the t h e  of the feud Rochester was seeking 

the aid ofboth Danby and Howard in having the arrears ofhis crown annuities paid." 

Rochester's petitions were successfiil, and around 1676 he wrote a scene, probabiy in 

gratitude, for a play calied The Conquest of Chncrr that Howard was planning to 

d e . =  In his dedication of AIZfur Love to Danby, Dryden praises the Lord 

Treasurer's success in sorthg out the '?he hcomes of[the hg's] Treasury, which 

You fomd not only disorderd but exhausted." AUiances at court were notoriousiy 



changeable, so Rochester's attack on Dryden in the same year he was hirnselfseeking 

the political patronage of Dryden's hsrnan is not unusual, and Whiaiiy without peril 

for Rochester because of his status? 

In his dedication to M m u g e  a la Mode, Dryden daims to be much indebted to 

Rochester not only for his hancial support and his promotion of the play to the King 

(which assured it a good reception) but also for his emendations to the text. Dryden's 

public dedication and a private letter probably written just after the play's nin, appear 

on the d a c e  to offer sycophantic praise to Rochester, a necessary and acceptable, if 

degradhg convention of the system. However, on closer examination they reveal a 

marked arrogance in his attitude toward his patron. In the dedication, Dryden coyly 

alludes to Rochester's poetic amateurism, writing that "people of my mean condition 

are only writers, because some of the nobility, and your Lordship in the first place, are 

above the narrow praises which poesy could give y o ~ . " ~  He goes on to suggest that if 

Rochester chose to take poetry seriously, "nom the patron of wit, you may become its 

tyrant; and oppress our We reputations with more ease that you now protect ti~ern."~' 

Dryden's flowery prose purports to atnrm Rochester's superior wit and his princely 

benevolence, a benevolence that he implies is born ofcontained power. But Dryden is 

also commenthg on the nature ofthe patrodpoet relationship, suggesting that it is 

potentiaiiy tyrannical and apt to oppress the wit of the poet-ciient through autocratic 

appropriation, as weli as suppression of the poetic voice by withholding hancial 

support. Dryden's defÏance cloaked in deference would have been easily detectable to 

Rochester who seems to have responded with his own reafbmation of propnety of the 

patrodpoet relationship with "An Ahsion to Horace." 

Dryden is the tkst poet to be lampooned, and the only one whose work is 

evduated at Iength: 

WeU sir, 'tis grauted 1 said Dryden's rhymes 
Were stoi'n, unequai, nay duii many times. 
What fooiish patron is there found ofhis 
So bhdly  pamal to deny me this? ( '  1-4) 



The 'foolish patron' is Mdgrave to whose camp Dryden had defected by the time the 

"Ailusion" was composed. There is some self-mockery here, as Rochester had himself 

been Dryden's patron for some years, as weU as patron or promoter to the other 

victims of the satire, John Crowne, Elkanah Settle, Thomas Otway, and Nathaniel Lee. 

But the insult to Mulgrave goes fiirther than just foolishness for an unwise choice of 

poetic herald; he is specincdy targeted with the words 'biindly partial,' which are a 

reminder of the correct hierarchy of such a relationship, that though a patron might 

defend and support a protégé, any partiaiity should be on the part of the poet and not 

the patron. This sentiment is reinforced several lines later when Dryden's üterary 

criticism is being discussed: 

But does not Dryden find ev'n Johnson duII? 
Fletcher, and Beaumont, uncorrect, and full 
OfLewd lines as he cals em? To his owne the while 
Aiiowing ail the justnesse that his Pride, 
Soe Arrogantly, had to these denyd? 
And may not I, have leave Irnpartially 
To search, and Censure, Drydens workes, and try, 
Ifthose grosse faults, his choyce Pen does Commit 
Proceed fiom want of Judgrnent, or of Witt. 
Of if his lumpish fancy does refuse, 
Spirit, and grace to his loose slatteme Muse? (II. 8 1-92) 

These hes b ~ g  together the issues of patronage and the role of wit and criticism in a 

system that had implications far beyond Restoration poetics. The words 'owne' and 

'dow' echo the openhg lines where the speaker claims with heavy irony to '%eely 

owne" that Dryden's plays "Plays, Embroider'd up and downe,! Wth W a  and 

Learning, justiy pleas's the Towne" but adds the interdiction "Yet haveing this dow'd, 

the heavy Masse J That shitts up loose Volumes must not passe" (U. 7,s-6,708). In 

the face ofDryden's rather radical assessments of Renaissance iiterature - which were 

not pdcdarly well-received when he appended them to the published versions ofhis 

plays - the speaker is demandmg the right to the same 'ownership' of opinion, duding 

to Dryden's 'owne' poetry, which has been connected to characterisations ofcpride' 
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and 'arrogance' which are pretensions beyond Dryden's station Dqden's Jonsonian 

assertion ofthe ownership of his poetic voice are threatening, especidy in t e m  of 

patronage which predates copyright as a starnp of ownership on the poet's words. It 

aiso reflects on Rochester's conception of the ownership ofhis critical voice, which 

has as its authorising foundation the land-based power of the aristoaacy, whiie 

Dryden's belongs to the realm of mobile property, propped up on the fiagiie d t s  of 

popular opinion. Rochester tries to annul the issue altogether with the denial in the 

poem that Dryden has any wit to own, but this assertion is never proved wit h Iiterary 

examples, but by the series of strategically placed innuendoes about Dryden's torpid 

and miserly sexuality. 

The forum of criticism is being figured in terms of a justice that Dryden has 

arrogantly 'denyd' the earlier playwrights. There is reason for Rochester to take some 

personal offence as his adaptation of Fletcher's Valenthian was composed around this 

time. The speaker asks 'And may I not, have leave Impartially' to critique Dryden's 

work by the same unjuaness, referring ironicdy to his role as an aristocratie patron." 

He proceeds with a sexualised representation of the principal tenets of Augustan 

poetry, wit mediated through judgment and fancy, in the lines that foUow. These h e s  

again brhg an echo nom the openhg of the poem, partÏcularly the 'loose slatteme 

Muse' and Dryden's 'loose Volumes.' The sense of sexuai Iooseness is accentuated by 

the context of the preceding lines where the speaker praises his chosen coterie in 

specificdy s e d  terms. Prominent courtier and poet Sir Charles Sedley. who 

. . . has that preMiling gentle Art, 
That can with a resistlesse Cham impart, 
The loosest wishes to the Chastest Heart (ll. 64-6) 

The use of 'Ioose' here again suggests Ioose mords identicai to Dryden's 'siatterne 

Muse' but the shitt in context to fke libertine seduction puts the Iooseness in its proper 

place - the verse must not be loose, but the sentiments shodd be. In addition, 

Dryden's passivity in the seductive 'Iooseness' is contrasteci to Sedley's 'resistiesse 



Charm', which clearly casts Dryden in a ferninine rote and Sedley in a masculine one. 

In maintainhg the balance between mascuhe sexud excess and poetic discipline, Lord 

Buckhurst is counted exceptional: 

For Songs, and Verses, Mannerly Obscene, 
That can stirr Nature up, by Springs unseene, 
And without forceing blushes, warme the Queene" (li. 6 1-3) 

Hîs verses exempl* the proper balance of this iibertine poetic ethos in the oxymoronic 

achievement of being 'Mannerly Obscene.' Their natural cornand of "this nice way 

of Wxtt" (1.71), so ctearly and irrevocably connected to their sema1 potency, is 

contrasted to Dryden's own embmsing attempts: '&For he, to be a tearing Blade 

thought fit,/ But when he wou'd be sharp, he stilI was blunt" (D. 72-3). n i e  

'resistiesse Charm' of Buckhurst and Sedley is coercion painted as seduction, which 

reinforces their aristocratic power dressed up with courtiy elegance but still drawing its 

potency nom their traditional power source, might. In this representation of events 

Dvden does not reject their ways, but attempts and fds their 'nice way of Witt' - this 

is 'nice' not in the modem sense of kindness or conventionality, but as 

'appropriateness,' which highlights again the connection to propriety so important to 

wit. The 'blushes' inspired by Buckhurst's obscenities are not 'forced;' Dvden Iacks 

this 'natural' propensity for unforced forcefulness equdy because of his lack of verbal 

acuity and social power. Dryden was clearly unsuccessfUl at perfonning this balancing 

act, as an anecdote related by Shadweii shows: 

"At Windsor, in the Company of several persons of Qu-, Su G[eorge] 
E[iherege]being present.. . When ask'd how they shouid spend the Afternoon.. . 
Let's Bugger one mother now by G 4 . .  was CDrydents] miart reply. 

Dryden's forced attempt at the lewd wit commody practised by the courtiers was met 

with derision - as Rochester rernarked in a letter to Savile, 'the blunt' is Dryden's 

%ery good weapon in wit."% Buckhurst's "Mannerly" ways also pms on "mady," 

aiitlding to the requisite virüity of the aristocratic rake; in contrast to Buckhursf 

Dryden is stingy with sexual pleasure: T o  fiisk his ftoiic h c y ,  he'd cry, 'Cunt,'f 
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Would give the ladies a dry bawdy bob" 01.74-5). The dry bob, intercourse without 

ejaculation, is a metaphor for the perception of middle class financial conservatim, as 

well as poetic consenatism and imaginative infertility. The implication is that Dryden 

is not willùig to amas a debt, sexual or otherwise - he is fiscdy carefùt in that he will 

not spend what he caMot afFord, in direct opposition to the aristocratic economy of 

expenditure and consumption. Rochester attacks him nom both sides, saying his verse 

is not tight enough, but with regards expending he is far too tight-fisted. By making 

his attack via sexual inadequacy Rochester is implying that Dryden's attempt at critical 

reform is a pursuit that d not bear fnit. Rochester larnpoons the opposite 

characteristic of noblemen who spend aU over the place, and ofken prematurely, in his 

"Imperfkct Enjoyment." Generosity and virility are aristocratic vimies which are 

associated with the warrior culture fiom which the nobility arose. His first 

biographer, Bishop Gilbert Bumet notes that even Rochester Shought it necessary to 

begin his life with ... Demonstrations of his Courage [ d u ~ g  the Dutch wars] in an 

element and way of fighting, which is acknowledged to be the greatest trial of clear 

and undaunted Va lo~r . "~~  This is echoed in the ha ie  of the drarna between the two 

poets: the attack on Dryden at the pub in Rose AUey, which may or may not have been 

m g e d  by Rochester but everyone believed it was. Tt marks a return to old-style 

strong ami tactics of the aristocratic warrior culture, both a last resort for Rochester 

and a brutal reminder to Dryden of the vestiges of power of the nobility. 

The portrayal ofDryden7s sexuai hadequacies are inextricable fiom his textual 

ones. Rochester chooses his final coterie dong class hes, namuig his fellow court 

wits as the great critical authorhies ofthe age: Etherege, Wycherley, Buckhurst, 

Sedey, Shepherd, Godolphm, and Buckingham were dI courtiers. A philosophicd 

context for this Matant partisanship is supplieci by Hobbes in his equation of wit with 

power, which is in ttm connected with honour: "Ail Actions, Speeches? that proceed 

or seem to proceed 5om much Experience, Science, Disaetion, or Wt, are 

Honourable; For aii these are Powers. Actions, or Words, that proceed h m  Errour, 



Ignorance, or Folly, Dishonourable"." To look at this from another angle, Pocock 

reminds us that under the Restoration system, by strict understanding, there could be 

no authority without property, and no honour without authority. The poem tries to 

assert that under such a system lack ofwit or foppeiy is associated by defmifion with 

the dishonourable, non-noble classes. 

In his assessrnent of the issue of amateurism as "an aesthetic and a system of 

literary production in its own right, which as late as the generation of Rochester stiU 

exercised a considerable influence on the work of professionals and was itselfcapable 

of giving nse to verse of high distinction," Harold Love observes that "[ilt was 

premised on the notion of the inherent superiority of an upper-class culture which 

validated its wnting skiils by reference to the art of spontaneous, polished conversation 

and nanird elegance.. . yet by the late 1670s that authority was showing signs of 

erosion: thus the AU~sion.""~ When Rochester dismisses the non-courtly writers in 

the "Musion" on this bais he is dependiig as much on the remnants of this authority 

as on the validity ofhis criticisms, for instance when Dryden is ridiculed for "that 

Tallent.. .l That can divert the Rabble and the Court" (U. 16- 17). The court and the 

rabble are disrnissed as equally undiscernhg audiences; this alignment highlights 

Rochester's larger agenda of retiforcing the traditional independent authority of the 

aristocracy, outside of the king's jurisdiction. This is echoed in the h a i  lines when the 

authorities of taste are named: 

I loath the Rabble, 'tis enough for me, 
If Sidey, Shadwell, Shepherd, Witcherley, 
Godolph, Buttier, Buckhurst, BuckinghanS 
And some few more, whom I omit to name 
Approve my Sense, I count their Censure fame. (U. 120-4) 

The phrase '1 Loath the Rabble' lacks the cornpanion 'court' firom the eariier verse, and 

what is uospoken rings Ioud at the end ofthe poem, and echoes Rochester's famous 

and dangerous dechration "1 hate aII Monarchs, and the Thrones they sit on" But in 

the end all that is lett is a band ofwitty courtiers without a court to serve, their belief 
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system and seKimage severely in crisis, despite Rochester's best attempts to reinforce 

their authority sexually. 

The poems against Mulgrave further problematise Rochester' s cour* position. 

Uniilce Dryden, Mulgrave was a social equai and one of Rochester's chief rivals at 

court. He supported the Duke ofYork, and was thus not welcome in the ranks of the 

'merry gang' that surrounded the Duke ofBuckingham. He was notoriously ambitious 

and greatly enlarged his estate in the accepted way, with three very beneficial 

marriaga to heuesses, and attempted to enlarge his poetical reputation is a manner not 

quite so acceptable, p~blication.~' The relationship between Rochester and Muigrave 

is an interesthg enactment of an intemal aristocratie stmggle, and the central elements 

in their rivalry are wit and cowardice. Mulgrave chdenged Rochester twice to duels, 

both of which were prevented by the King's intemention. Mulgrave reportedly 

attempted to taint Rochester's reputation by interpreting the unfought duels as 

evidence of Rochester's cowardice. He also took profit âom Rochester's 

dishonourable behaviour in the Epsom affair where a fiiend was killed by a watch who 

had been provoked by Rochester's belligerence, and Rochester was rumoured to have 

run away and lefi the fnend to die. At court one's reputation was evexythhg and 

Rochester's was in tatters a e r  this incident, to Mulgrave's delight - he used the 

incident to substantiate his earlier 'evidence' of Rochester's cowardice. Rochester hit 

back with larnpoon after lampoon shattering Mulgrave's literary reputation, 

lampooning his sexual conquests and emascuiating hirn by severing his link to the 

language of the court. This trading in reptations is illustrative ofthe courtier's larger 

confüas; as Richard Braverman puts it, 

W& is his mstrument, and is itseIfemblematic ofthe duel, that weapon of defience 
of personal honor or reputation a tme honor culture.. . . The courtier's form of 
verbal expenditure, [wit] is the means of'credit' by which he debauches a 
reputaton to gain a h g .  39 

There was certainIy an element of cornpetition between Rochester and Mutgrave, and 

thae was more at stake than one-upmanship in an exchange ofverse. Norbert Elias 



stresses in 7he C m  Society that among the aristocrats the struggle for place and 

advancement was crucial, and cornrnents that &'the agitation ofa courtier over an 

impending rise or fàli in his rank and prestige was no less intense than that of a 

merchant over an imminent loss of ~apital."~ He also points out that "[tlhe 

probability is slight that an individual could stand completely doof, without 

participating in any way in the cornpetition for opportunities that he thinks or feels are 

valued by others, without seeking filfiilment of his striving in a way that secures hirn an 

assurance of his value by the behaviour of other~."~' These concepts go a long way to 

helping our understanding about what was inspiring such virulent exchanges about wit, 

that were often themselves, ironically, neither very inspired nor very witty. 

In the poem "An Epistolary Essay," Rochester appropnates Mulgrave's voice to 

compose a letter, possibly to Dryden, that Iampoons both the laureate and his patron, 

and touches on many of the issues raised in the "Allusion."" In the "Epistolary Essay" 

Mdgrave's voice is characterised by the arrogance and pomposity for which he was 

known, peppered with patronising afterthoughts of praise for his addressee. The 

mode of attack is subtly diierent from the one Rochester used against Dryden in the 

bcMusion," using Mu1grave7s own bloated voice to express the crimes against 

discretion committed by his overgrown ego. The poem plays with Mulgrave's role as 

a courtier who held attitudes about the notion ofcourtiership and cultivated degiances 

very Merem fiom Rochester's own. Mulgrave's understanding of 'nobility' and 

'honom' was bound up almost entirely in duelling and militarism. Duehg was an 

outiawed and outmoded (in aii but symbolic value) remnant ofthe chivalric code, while 

militarism was increasingiy being debased and impoverished by Charles II's poiicies of 

procrastination which fed his very secret and effectnely trtreasonous negotiations with 

Louis XIV (iiolving payment of French h d s  into Charles's coffers m exchange for 

the reintroduction of Catholicisrn in England)? However, in Rochester's satires 

against Mulgrave, like those on the King, moa of which focus on his flagrant sexuality 

as a substitute or distraction firom the business ofrulins the basic Wility/power of the 



aristocracy is stili being tacitly promoted. The king degrades his realm with his scores 

of mistresses and diiuting bastards, but there remains a shabby pride in the power of 

the 'prick' ifnot in the 'sceptre.' The same inability to deal the h a 1  blow is evident in 

the poems against Mulgrave; this inability eventuaily undermines the Iackwit 

designation Rochester tries to pin on him, and Mulgrave is left in the end with his de 

facto wit intact. 

"An Epistolary Essay" draws much ofits inspiration fkom Mulgrave's poetic 

dependence on Dryden, and his arrogant refisai to bow to the critical dictates of 

anyone but himself. The Mulgrave figure describes the "Rule" he iives by: 

T'avoyd with care, ail sort of selfdenyall. 
Which way soe're desire and fancy leade 
(Contemning Fame) that Path 1 boldly tread; 
And if exposeing what 1 take for W@ 
To my deare self, a Pleasure I beget, 
Noe matter tho' the C e n s ~ g  Crittique fret. (11. 15-20) 

The opening ünes sound rather Like the credo quoted eariier which Rochester told 

Bumet he foliowed, but where Mulgrave is content to foUow 'desire and fancy,' 

Rochester's own path was a Hobbesian indulgence of his 'naturai' urges, but tempered 

by discretion in the assurance that no one else got hurt. MuIgraveTs boastfui c lah  

that he 'condemns fane' refers both to accolades and reputation, and the pleasure he 

'begets' by 'expoesing' his wit to his 'deare self' has masturbatory connotations. 

Rochester creates a portrait of narcissism for Mulgrave that would be impossible to 

equate with wit - the wit 's 'sovereign ego,' to use Braveman's term, is outward 

looking, it expends sexuaiiy on women or boys, and uses wit as both Ianguage and 

currency to achieve his ends. The Mulgrave Rochester portrays is interested only in 

the reproduction of his "Prostituted Sense," not in the "musty Customes" of "this 

sawcy World" (a 85,86, 83). He draws the conclusion that "Grace is not soe hard to 

get as Wtr" (l.29), and goes on to muse th&: 

Perhaps iIl Verses, ought to be confin'd, 
In meere good Breeding, like uosav'ry Wmd; 



Were Reading forc'd, 1 shou'd be apt to think 
Mm rnight noe more write s d y ,  than stinke: 
But 'tis your choyce, whether you'U Read or noe, 
Lflikewise of your m e h g  it were soe, 
I'd Fart just as I d e ,  for my owne ease, 
Nor shou'd you be concem'd, unlesse you please: 
I'U owne, that you write better than 1 doe, 
But I have as much need to d e ,  as you. (li. 30-9) 

Bad poetry is compared with "unsav'ry W i .  both of which are best kept inside by 

the constraints of "good Bredig," and writing is tied up with the two opposing 

conditions of ease and need. There is a sense of the fou1 hot air idating Mulgrave's 

ego, and his rejection of the societal confines of 'good Breeding' is let out as much in 

his writing as his f h g ,  presumably with the same effect. n ie  tone shifts in the next 

two couplets, easing into defiance: 

What though the Excrement of my duil Brahe, 
Runns in a harsh, insipid Straine, 
Whilst your rÏch Head, eases itself of Wtt? 
Must none but Civet-Catts have leave to shit? (U. 40-3) 

The last LUie refen to the civet, a cat-üke animal with an and sac that secretes a musky 

scent. He is questionhg the idea that only those whose output is pleasing should be 

aiiowed to write, but it goes deeper than that. The civet, an Asian animal associated 

with rich perfùme is a powefil image of the aistocrat - powerfbi, exotic, sexual, 

adorned with wealth. But the reduction of the civet's musk to 'SM' reinforces the 

h e s  above, where Mulgrave's poetry is equated with ninning excrement that is 'harsh' 

and 'insipid,' while the addressee's head "eases it self of Wtt." E s  faulty critical 

judgement has misattributed the smeU of pemime for the srneil ofexcrement, in other 

words, he mistakes wu& for shit, and vice versa In another attack on Mdgrave, "My 

Lord Ail-Ride," Rochester contends that Mdgrave's "stanr'd Fancf' is forced tu feed 

on "the Exaements of others Wm" (IL 8,9). The excremental language is an 

inversion and degradation ofthe more usual sema1 spenduig of Rochester's poetry, but 

whereas the s d  eacounters represent fertile circulations ofwit, the act of excretion 

is a 1 0 s  without value. In psychoanaIytic terrns, excrement represents rnoney, and in 



this poem there is a suggestion that Mdgrave's degmdation is a smear on his rank as 

well as himself. As Hobbes said, the wit must practice discretion, and Rochester 

a8birms t h  discekg  ben&cial excess fkom harmfbl excess is a necessity. 

The poem momentarily questions the sumptuous excesses of courtly life when 

the speaker observes: 

The World appeares üke a great Family, 
Whose Lord opprest with Pride, and Poverty, 
(That to a few, great Plenty he may show) 
Is faine to starve the Num'rous Traine below ('il. 56-9) 

Given the layers of voice in the poem, Rochester is able to keep the target of his satire 

slippery and indennite. These ünes appear tu be a repudiation of the artincial pomp of 

the nobility, and again there is an echo ofthe farnous "Satire on Charles II" where the 

English king is likened to "the french Foole who wanders up and downel StaMng his 

People, hazard'mg his Crowne" (11. 6-7). However, 'Mulgrave' continues his speech 

and makes explicit his understanding of wit's currency : 

Just soe seemes Providence, as poor and vaine, 
Keeping more creatures than it can maintaine. 
Here 'tis protiise, and there it meanly saves, 
And for One Pruice, it makes Ten Thousand Slaves: 
In Witt alone, it has beene Magnincent, 
Ofwhich, soe just a share, to each is sent 
That the most avaricious are content. @. 60-66) 

He proves his lack of sense by claiming to see wit everywhere, and the view is in 

opposition to Rochester's - he portrays lack ofwit as a grotesque creation, and places 

Muigrave in the Bartholomew Fair fieakshow in "My Lord Ail-Pride" (When all his 

Brother-Moasters flourish theren 0.21)). Mdgrave's warped conception of what 

nature has bestowed is an extension of his ovemeenhg pride, which he expresses in 

his dismissal ofthe &*CS, c&g them mere 'men who censure,' proclarming "Borne 

to my se& my self1 k e  aloneJ And must conclude my Judgment good, or none" (U. 

73-9, and resolves to "keepe at home, and d e "  0. 100). His indbiduaiist vision of 

criticisrn is a En cry from the one Rochester promotes in "An AUusion to Horace," m 
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which he proudly submits to the judgement of the elite group of enlightened men he 

admires. Rochester's version of aiticism is one of baroniai power dictahg standards 

of taste and behaviour to the lower orders; Muigrave communes ody with his paid 

poets such as Dryden, and his t'aise wit is a property that yields benefit to only himself. 

When lampooning Mulgrave's semal excesses directiy, however, Rochester's 

satire is l e s  certain in its attack. The "Very HeroicaiI Epistle in Answer to Ephelia" 

features Muigrave as an Oriental Don Juan character (again, like the civet-cat). with a 

correspondmg apped and arrogance. The poem is a response to a satincal epistle by 

George Etherege, "Ephelia to Bajazet," and both are burlesques Uispired by Ovid's 

Heroides. letter poems fiom abandoned lovers and responses by their abandonen. The 

two poems combine to create an image ofMuIgrave as a distastefbl but successfbl 

courtier, whose sexual liaisons lave him oniy slightly tamished but imbued with a 

power fiielled by an untapped source. And though Bajazet's ego is massively inflated, 

the regard of his lover is proportionai, and we end up with a larnpoon of an arrogant 

man much loved. He seems to earn a grudging acknowledgement of his successful 

transition - he is a successful courtly presence, unliked, unwitty, but admirable in a 

way his enemies seemed not to understand themselves - his end bears t out, he died 

very old and very rich. And considering Rochester's customary sexualisation of wit, 

the result is an ambiguous residue in the reading of Mulgrave - just as Dryden's talent 

was diminished by his lack of sexual finesse, Mulgrave's lack of wit is obscured by his 

unsavoury but undeniable sexud d. 

Etherege's poem contains some interna1 question marks that render the project 

of the satire slightly skewed: nrst there is the mention of the lover Ephelia's status as a 

mistress: 

For him my Duty to my Friends forgot, 
For him, alas, what lost I not! 
Fame, ail the vaiuable things in Iife 
To meete his Love, by a lesse name than W$e! (U. 22-5)@ 



This breaks the essential pretence of the courtIy love poem of 'lovers' who exkt on a 

plane beyond the moral constraints of the sedar  world. This is done Eequentiy and 

with more force by Rochester in his many poems against women, who are usudy 

referred to as whores. Ephelia fiirther reminds Bajazet that she had given her "Viugin 

Innocence, and fieely made) My love an Offring to your Noble Bed," his present 

coldness cannot "Suite with the Generous heate you once did shew!" (Etherege, U. 42- 

3,49). Rochester's Bajazet answers these allegations of meamess with typical 

The boasted favour you soe precious holà, 
To me's noe more, than changehg ofmy Gold; 
What erre you gave, I paid you back in Blisse! 
Then where's the Obligation pray ofthis? (U. 24-7) 

There is a satkical play on the fact that Mulgrave's mistress (possibly a prostitute) is 

more noble a creature than him. But his behaviour and response is far fiom surprishg 

and echoes the ideai aristocratie love, adultery. The lover's prostitution, literal or 

othenivise, is acknowledged in the vulgar commercial diction, and devalues the ideal. 

But though Bajazet's oven equation of sexual pleasure with money M e r  drives the 

currency down, the scenario, ifnot the language, of rejection is familiar fiom 

Rochester's other libertine output, such as "Against Constancy" where the speaker 

mocks those "duller f00Is'~ who "Despairing higher to advancer7 are left to "be kind to 

one alone" (U. 5,7, 8). It is the sentiment more than the act, again like Dryden's 

misplaced 'looseness' - the idea that c'There's something Genrous in meer lust" ("A 

Ramble in St James's Park," 1.98) holds true. Bajazet, however, quantifies the 

pleasue he has had and has @en, without subtlety and without generosity. He accuses 

Ephelia of beuig "Beggar-ke," like all women who "still haunt the DooreJ Where 

they've recenr'd a Charity before." (U. 30-1). Though the distinction between this and 

Liberthe lust is slight, and for the women concerned, academic, for Rochester it is the 

spirit o f s d  s<pendaure that is important. 



Muigrave's proud membership in the Order of the Garter, whose insignia is a 

star, is mocked in these same tems: 

My Blazehg Starr, but visits, and away: 
As fatalI too, it shines, as those in' th' Skyes, 
Tis never seene, but some great Lady dyes. (ii. 2 1-3) 

The insignia is translateci into a blazing phdus, which is always fatai, delivering 'death' 

(orgasm) whenever it is seen. Mulgrave invests ali his sexual power in a designation 

ofcourtly puissance - which Rochester, in his anti-courtly poetic persona, purports to 

reject - but he accepts membership in a chivalric order without adhering to the 

chivalric code. As we shaiI see in "The hperfect Enjoyrnent," such debasement of 

the weapon of love and wit (the phaüïc pen) can have tragic consequences. Rochester 

ultimately depends on the image of doomed tyranny and hubris derived fiom the figure 

of Bajazet, the Turkish sultan defeated by Tamburlaine, as his satinc weapon against 

Mulgrave. But Bajazet retains his potent sexuality despite the reference to his future 

fali, and though it is not motivated by higher ideals, neither was most libertine sexual 

expression, exemplified in the cruel underside of wit. In the context ofwit and 

arïstocratic finances, Rochester buckles when drawn into a critique of his own group 

through his compulsion to satirise a foe ofequal status - the unevenness of the satires 

against Mulgrave indicate an aruciety that transcends the possible strictures of the 

Iampoon (speed, topicality) and produces an inherently hgile satirid vein that in its 

potentiai to mirror Rochester's own situation becomes unsustainable beyond a few 

couplets at a tirne. Mulgrave, on the other hand, was weil able to aistain the rivalry 

wen h o  his own old age, publishing another attack on Rochester two years &er his 

death which inspked a flurry ofpoetic defences fiom young admirers of the dead poet, 

and repeating the tales of Rochester's cowardice to anyone who would Iisten." For 

Mulgrave, the rivahy with Rochester was his raison d'etre, and just as the wit 

formulation was unsustainable in the Restoration without a foppish other to give it 

meaning, Muipve tned to use the ashes of Rochester's reptation as the foundation 
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for his own poetical ambitions, only ta have them swdowed up fist by the imaginative 

force of Rochester's deathbed conversion, and haily by the inmerence of his œuvre. 

II Engendered wit: repruductioo, honour, cmd mistocratic c e s  

As we have seen, in Rochester's poems the debate about wit is never extricable 

fiom the concept of Libertine sexuality. Richard Braverman, in a discussion of The 

Mm of Mode, remarks that "Wit pervades not only the verbal but the semal 

econornies ofthis and other libertine plays, and it is the men ofwit who control the 

libidinal commerce, taking without giving in re t~rn . "~  Braverman goes on to ask "If 

it is by wit - the sign of social potency - that the parasite gets something for nothing, 

who are his providers and what does he take?">' For Restoration comedy, the answer 

lies in the economy of cuckoldry, exemplified moa forcefbiiy by Homer in The 

Countty Wge, but in Rochester's poetry the Ianguage of exchange works in a dierent 

way. For him, libertine heterosexuality paradoxicaily defines aristocratie masculinity 

but is also the source of its potential destruction. Again and again Rochester attempts 

to revoke this sense of a loss ofpower with violent misogynistic proclamations, 

indicating a deep-seated fear of women's sexuality. The poems that reject women 

work in dialogue with several of Rochester's lyrics that deal with the notion of female 

honour, which is usuaiiy reduced to a klnd of mean-spinted chastity that is seen as an 

uifringement on the male seducer's s d  win - though, as we shd see in the next 

section, the male libertine has equal diffictiilty coming to terms with female sexud 

libertinism Taken together these poems reved how Rochester subtly transforms the 

conception ofwit, in order to preserve it in a state of fecund but asexual masculllie 

individualism, 

In many of his poems Rochester uses representatives fiom the Iower classes as 

satirical tools with which to either attack the inner sanctum ofcourt life or defend it 

fiom encroaching groups. He uses a combination of these approaches as a direct 
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expression ofaristocratic anxiety in the weil-known lyric "Love a Woman! y'are an 

Ass." The conventional prernise of this drinking Song - a miso0gynist rejection of 

women in favour of the bottle and male companionship - is attended by a complex 

subnarrative about class and reproduction that forms a part ofRochesterYs larger 

reaction to the transformation of honour and male identity during thÏs period. Though 

it begins conventionally, the poem works aliusively toward a rejection of a 

conventional future, moving through various mata ofsociety, fiom the newly-forming 

ideal of ferninine Wtue, to intellectual pursuit and male fnendship, and a final embrace 

of the classical ideal of love, homosemality. Ln order to reach that point, the speaker 

makes a choice against the physical survival of what his social group has become, 

forsaking conventional reproduction and investing ali in the word ofwit and the old 

values of honour, reread as Libertinkm e ~ c h e d  with debauchery. The physical 

barrennes of the noble sort ofaristocracy in the poem, those who have not sold out, is 

a vision of the social, politicai, and especidy economic barre~ess that would be their 

fate -but there is a defiant though forlom pride in the fact of theu having chosen this 

fate, as it is at least something that differentiates them fkorn those at the opposite end 

of the social spectnim, and saves them from being swdowed up by the parvenus. 

The poem is formed as an answer addressed to a woman., respondiig at first 

diiedy to a question about emotion, but eventuaily re-interpreting the question 

sexually. The speaker violentiy rejects the idea of Ioving a woman: 

Love a Woman! y'are an Ass, 
Tis a most insipid Passion, 
To choose out for your happiness 
The idlest part ofGods Creation! (iI. 1-4) 

The reference ta chooshg one's happiness is a h  to larger concems about will in the 

poem, and the allusion to the creation of women as a secondary act of (jod's Genesis 

foreshadows the importance ofcreation and procreation in the poem's central 

manife~to.~ By the second stanza Rochester has shifted the focus âom happiness 

r d t i n g  h m  emotional love to the subject of sex with women, which is overtiy 



associated with hard labour in a rejection of the utiiitarian approach to sexuaiity 

adopted by the Puntans, where intercoune was for procreation oniy. We are 

introduced to characters the speaker considers better suited for the job: 

Let the Porter, and the Groome, 
Things design'd for dirty Slaves, 
Dmdge in fair AureIias Womb, 
To get supplies for Age and Graves. 01.5-8) 

The porter and the groom's particular place in the household was out-oGdoors, at the 

gate and in the stables, and as such they are marked with the unsavoury stigma of 

manuai labour which gives them a bestial presence. We do not know the social 

position ofthe poem's female addressee; she represents a generic womanhood 

thoroughly and directly rejected, but she is probably from his own class. Homosocid 

negotiations are tumed upside down by this gesture - the speaker is disrupting the 

system, and enaning a rejection of women as property because property is becorning 

'supplies' more than the physicd manifestation of aristocratic honour it had previously 

represented. This action attempts to block the encroachhg bourgeoisie, whose new 

ideas about honour and expenditure are anathema to the existing elite, by effecting an 

unnaturai union between aristocratic women and lower class men, cutting the middle 

classes out of the exchange. 

Cniciaify the second stanza offers the view that as "supplies for Age, and 

Graves" chüdren have become a redundant and fittiie creation, which impties the 

disintegration of the importance ofblood hes for this group. This idea is expressed 

in commodious terms, and @es the impression that procreation is seen as a market 

exchange m fiitüity. 'Supplies' dehumanises the offspring, highlighting how 

aristocratic progeny are used as pawns in power and hancial games, rnarried off for 

profit to merchants or in land mergers with other noble fimilies, exposhg the 

'dishonourable' nature of the system, and impiyïng the exïstïng smiüarity with the 

despised acquisitive class who were gainhg power. Rochester oblicpely critiques the 

'marriage market,' so thoroughly eqIored in Restoration comedy, and he suggests 



that on the one hand the commercid classes are performing another cheap imitation of 

the aristocracy, while also acknowledging that the avaricious nature of the mamage 

exchange of the aristocracy offered materiai inspiration for those of an acquisitive bent, 

despite protestations of honour and noblesse oblige. Women represented property, 

but property has become tainted by dishonourable greed When this system Rochester 

himselfparticipated in had its centrai ideologies ofhonour and generosity exposed as a 

sham, it was no Longer wonh supporting. 'Age' represents old age as weii as 

posterity, which is no longer as attractive to the carpe diem liiertines, and 'Graves' are 

empty images because libertine sceptics k e  Rochester no longer believed that they 

were the entrances to paradise. 

The speaker bids her fàrewell and voices his intention 
Henceforth, ev' ty Night to sit, 
Wth my lewd wel-nahir'd fnend, 
Drinkllig, to engender Wi. (U. 10- 12) 

Wit is his only desired offspnng, but unlike human progeny it is not ephemeral - its 

path is pure intellectuaiity and pleasure, and thus its connection to the larger concept 

ofthe reason renders it irnmortal. In this conaniction '"Drinking, to engender Wit" is 

an inversion of human procreation in which conception takes place in the femaie 

womb; in the poem the speaker, a wif drinks wine and conceives wit in a perversion of 

God-given procreation. He has saivaged the quaiities he values from the eiite and 

forged a new identity, that of the libertine rake, partly out of the classical Greek 

principle ofthe 'good life' that embodies poetics as weii as economics. This is a 

specificaily civic phenornenon, an extension ofthe private household that held that 

property was a means to '"power, leisure, and independence" but not '90 engage in 

trade, exchange or profit."Jg In reality, the way this political neo-classicisrn worked, 

accordhg to Pocock's mode4 was the consemative and agrarian side ofthe post- 

Restoration power stniggle, but their country bias was not attractive to the libertine 

rake. In this poem and in the way he is represented in Rochester's other poems and in 

the dnima ofthe perïod, this figure was effecting a divorce ofthe conventionai 



reproduction ofpower, rejecting the Links the aristocratic order was making with 

commerce, and this was essentidy accomplished through the misogyny (that is, 

refbtation oftheir honour), and by extension cuckolding their nvals. Just as lack of 

wit is associateci with cuckoldry, wit is an extension of sexual power itseK and the 

libertine speaker's declaration endows wit with the power of its own reproduction 

which is a powemil assertion of the power of both the logos and masculinity. 

Braverman asserts that 

wit is itseifboth an extension of the courtier's sexual presence - his sexual WU, 
so to speak - and an affirmation of his being. The courtier's form of verbal 
expendmire, it is the means of "credit" by which he debauches a reputation to 
gain a Living. As such, wit is the courtier's true offspring, for he constitutes 
himseff through the production of his reputation, his name.sO 

What this becomes in the poem is an expression of a whoUy masculine sexuality, fieed 

nom bonds to wornen and reproduction. The speaker says in the final stanza: 

Then give me Health, Wealth, Mirth, and Wine, 
And if busie Love, intrenches, 
There's a sweet soft Page, ofmine, 
Does the trick worth Forty Wenches. (ü. 13-16} 

He has advocated a kind of powefil logos-driven asexuality in the poem, and in the 

final lines even the classical sodomy, hspired by Eros "busie Love", sex is an 

afterthought, an itch rather than a desire. Significantiy his chosen lover is a powerless 

boy, his personal sentant, the masculine version of a handmaid. He has rejected one 

powerless lover for another - he chooses the page because he is something he owns - 

"a sweet soft page of minen - and he is commodïed as welI, he is "Worth forty 

wenches." Objectincation, or male mirmring, is stüt taking place but has moved 

closer to the subject - the 'Page,' wbh the word's secondary meaning as a sheet of 

paper, represents a blank page on which anythhg can be wrinen. Aurelia, too, is a 

passive presence in the poem - the implied question that sparks the poem is kept 

outside its perimeters, and her se>aialis. is made to be inert with her womb being 
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M l g d  in, and there is none of the rage of Rochester's other rejection poems because 

of this sense that women, and their power, are being pushed away. 

When the speaker cedes reproduction to his servants he expresses contempt for 

both them and women, emphasising their predestined hctionality: women and slaves 

canot decide how to tive, while choice, or will, defines their masters. The diction 

highlights the underlying anxieties that surround seemingiy comrnonplace notions 

about reiationships, partieulady this concept of 'choice.' And it is at this conjunction 

of will as choice and will as inhentance that the idea of wit's reproduction becomes 

vitdy tied to the progenitive abilities of the aristocracy. As one of the central 

concepts both in Christian dogrna and political and moral philosophy, wiU is ofgreat 

importance, but in its legal meaning ofcodemng property through prirnogenmire. 

dong with the new innovation of 'strict settlement,' the poem seems to question the 

inhentance of the will of one man (the father) as inhibithg the will of another (the 

son)." So, wit is fatherless, self-perpetuating. The speaker takes his rejection of 

Puritan views ofsexuality a classical step fiirther: he takes the concept that sex is oniy 

for procreation and rejects it M y  - substituthg it with sex for pleasure, but with an 

assurance that the urges invoked wilI not reproduce, literaiiy and figuratively. since the 

'sweet soft page' need not be willing, and their union wili not produce any 'supplies 

for Age and graves.' 

Rochester's translation of Anacreon, "Upon his Druiking Bowl," offers a 

similar androcentnc vdediction but focuses on rejecting a different aspect of 

anktocratic masculinity, the warrior culture. The scene the speaker commissions 

Vulcan to depict on his bowl is a libertine utopia which spe&cdy excludes the 

aspects of his elite society that he wishes to dispense with. It is a perfect display of 

the careless elegance required fiom the courtier, but that image breaks down on 

examination of the objects he chooses to keep and those he discards in his utopia 

The cup is to be nchly decorated "As Nestor us'd of old" 0.2). with generous 



proportions that can accommodate "Vast Toasts on the deiicious Lake" of sack, 

compared to "Ships at Sea" (li, 7,s). The next stanza, however, commands 

Engrave no Battail on his Cheek, 
With War, I've nought to do; 
I'm none of those that took Mastrich, 
Nor Yarmouth Leager knew. m. 9-12) 

The speaker has moved fiom a celebration of images ofwar to a repudiation of them. 

And it is the direct references to battles of the Dutch wars - trade wars between the 

English and the Dutch - that are at the root of the shift. The young Rochester 

participated with distinction against the Dutch in 1665. But the 'battie' he took part 

in was Little more than a disastrous attempt to raid the Dutch fleet moored at Bergen; 

Rochester had hoped to profit in the venture, but returned hanciaily and spintuaily 

depressed. 'Mastrich' and 'Yarmouth' refer to events in 1673, fomiing part of the 

Third Dutch War, and it appears that Rochester, like many courtiers, had becorne 

disülusioned with the king's commerce-fîiendly policies, and had tumed his back on 

the amiy. The reference in the opening lines of the poem to Nestor, the wise advisor 

to Agamemnon in the Trojan War, that could be incongmous (why would Rochester 

not use a classical figure more appropriate to the libertine spint of the poem, like 

Bacchus or Pan as his example, not a man whose name has becorne synonyrnous with 

wisdom?) begins to make sense. In the projected utopian vision to be permanently 

'damasked' on the bowt Rochester wants the spint of noble warrior culture of the 

classicai era to form the background, so he can reject the commercial, ignoble, thing it 

has becorne. He aligns himseifwith the nation-building vision ofpoetry that Homer 

represents, and unites this with the pleasure principle of Bacchus, creating a poetic of 

wit that combines libertinisrn with an older version of nobüity, exempt fiom what he 

sees as CharIes LI'S mercantile debasement of England's navy. The generosity and 

excess ofthe "swehg brim" ofthe cup in congress with those "Ships at Seas" (11.6, 

8) are conttasted agakt the ambitions ofthe ships taking part m the Dutch wars. 

Lie "Love a Woman! y'are an Assym the poem ends with a fdfhent  of its anacreontic 



message, the 'sweet soft Page' in that poem represented here by the T w o  lovely 

Boys" he commissions for his cup who are ''The Type of fbture joys" W. 18,20); in the 

meantime he is back '?O Cunt again" (1.24), implying another rejection of women - 

who, again, in this period represented a property Rochester regarded as degraded - is 

afoot. 

The 'fiture joys' of the Libertine were the future fears of conservatives, and the 

anxiety expressed in the period about falling birthrates arnong the elite became causaily 

connected to the later critique of sodomy? This was rooted in the decline ofthe 

aristo~ra~y's political and civic innuence (although they continued to be sotially 

important). Negative notions of aristocratic masculinity, sterility and corruption, were 

channelled into the figure of the '"unreproductive' sodomite'' while at the sarne tirne 

the innateness of male aristocratic honour was being questioned, and the idea of 

honour was more and more transferred to women in the form of chastity and hearth in 

what Michael McKeon describes as a "radical intemalkation of male hon~r".'~ In me 

Court Society Norbert Elias contextualises the importance of honour, and highlights its 

role in the maintenance of the aristocratic reputation: 

Onginaily, 'honour' was the expression of membership of noble society. One 
had honour as long as one was deemed a member by the society and so by 
one's own consciousness.. . . If such a society refbsed to recognise a member, if 
he lost his 'honour,' he lost a constitutive element of hÏs personai identity."" 

McKeon emphasises that this was also originally a masculine quaiity, and argues that 

the shift ofhonour to the ferninine sphere "may be understood as one consequence of 

early modem cultural efforts to replace aristoaatic notions of value."" There is a 

revolt against this shift in Rochester's poetry that goes fàr beyond the playfulness of 

Cavalier carpe diem poerns - for the Cavalier poets fieminine resistance was foreplay 

and inspird the fiee-play of their poetic conceits, but for Rochester it has become a 

darker impediment to threatened masculine seIfhood. 

Despite bis own membership in the leisure classes the speaker of "Love a 

Woman" meers at women as 'idiest' of Goci's meanires in the opening stanjta whiîe 
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boasting about his own chosen work-free lifestyle - in his estimation womenys idleness 

is ofthe rnind, but his own idleness has the opposite effect, inducing creativity as 

opposed to procreativity. This exclusionist tactic is reflective of the way the 

aristocracy assessed honour, "in terms ofa specinc noble ethos, central to which was 

the maintenance of everything that traditionally held the lower-rankùig strata at a 

distance, such things being of self-evident value to the ari~tocrac~."~~ The speaker 

acknowledges women's attractiveness, cailing Aurelia 'f&,' and it is with regret that 

he rejects something fair. In a literalisation of the association of death with orgasm the 

speaker expresses a fear of death from fernale intercourse in rendering the progeny of 

such a union "supplies for Age, and Graves." Women are associated with those who 

are destined to work, his decision to not have his wholly masculine persona tainted by 

femaleness is a classical notion that also highlights the Iink between semal and class 

anxiety in Rochester's poetry. In other poems Rochester plays with the old notion that 

semai contact with women, parricularly during menstruation, was to have direct 

contact with original M. In the Song which begins "By ail Loves sofk, yet mighty 

Pow'rs" the speaker infiorms his lover that 

It is a thing unfIt, 
That Men shou'd Fuck in thne ofHowyrs, 
Or when the Smock's beshit. (il. 2-4) 

He ends the poem asking her with mock-gravity to "take to cleaniy sinning'' since 

'Wone but fiesh Lovers Mcks can rise,/ At Phillis in fioul linnen." (Li. 14-16). In "Love 

a Woman! yyare an Ass" Rochester aliudes to another superstitious belief, that 

htercourse took years off one's üfe. However, unlike for instance D o ~ e ' s  "The 

Canonizatioqn which makes a W a r  dusion but defiady ernbraces death in both its 

senses as orgasm and the end ofthe speaker's court hopes, Rochester's poem is not 

wülùig to make that leap. His speaker rejects the woman instead, hanging on to 

c o d y  v h e  whüe signing his and its de& warrant Dome's speaker, contrady, 



argues that the love he expenences actuaiiy augments the intellectud spirit (figured as 

alchemy) of the world: 

The phoenix riddle hath more wit 
By us: we two being one, are it. 
So, to one neutral thing both sexes fit. 
We die and rise the same, and prove 
Mystenous by this love. (U. 23-27) 

In Rochester's "Love a Woman " deathlsex is the whoUy negative opposite to 

witruiellect, its shadow present in the 'Fair Aurelia's womb7 (dong with an implied 

rhyme with 'tomb.') God's curse on Eve after the fd - "In sorrow shalt thou b ~ g  

forth children, and thou shalt be under thy husband's power, and he shdt have 

dominion over thee7' (Gen. 3 : 16) - provides the background to his assessment, but he 

is also rejectllig the commandment on Adam that '%th labour and toil shait thou eat 

thereofaü the days ofthy W' (3: 17). He takes his self-belief as a rationai man to 

what he sees as its logical conclusion - to reject that which is 'unfit' or indeed ody 'fit 

for Slaves.' This follows on âom other statements in Rochester's canon, deiivering 

the final blow. In "'Against Constancy," for instance, the speaker rejects constancy as a 

"f?ivolous pretencd Ofcold age, narrow jeaiousieJ disease and want of sence" 01.2- 

4). Here Rochester echoes the Cavaliers. Suckling's "Loving and Beloved," a poem 

on the same subject pubtished after his death during the Civil War period, has a 

sidarly dark courtly vein running through d. Suckling denies honesty7s place in 

negotiations of love, saying "kings and lovers are alike in this,/ That their chief art in 

reign dissembling is" (U. 5-6)' and closes the poem with the conclusion that "Love's 

triumph must be Honour's finerai" (1.24). In Rochester's moa extreme moments 

both love and honour are dead, but deserve no finerd because they have becorne 

senseles, meaningless, and M e .  Only wit remairis, the sceptic's last refùge in 

language. 

"Woman's Honour" is a forcefid repudiation of honour used as a shieId aga& 

sexuai pteasure. The poem features personincations ofboth Love and Honour - Love 
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is the male speaker's champion, while Honour defends Phillis from his lust. Honour is 

cast in the role offop, cded "huffug Honour," the "Hector" who "dares not shew his 

Face" when Love, representing the side ofwit, offers to ''take your part,/ And shew 

my self the rnightier God" (Il. 9, 1 1,7-8). The use of the common epithets for fops' 

'hufnng' and 'hector,' and the imagery of the duel indicate the mie nature of the 

debate, the d f o p  diaiectic. But the speaker himself as rnuch as Phillis, is a passive 

player in the poem - he utters the words ofthe courtly lover: "Let me still languish and 

cornplah,/ Be most unhumanly deny'd" (U. 13-14), supplemented by the typical 

Christian masochisrn of ''1 have some pleasure in my pain" 0. 15). Of the two, PhiEs 

possesses more power in her "Pride" (1. 16), though he clairns she can take no pleasure 

in it and %es a Wretch for Honours sake" (1. 18). His parting shot is heartfek but 

Consider r ed  Honour then, 
You7U find hem cannot be the same, 
'Tis noble confidence in Men, 
In Women, mean mistrustful shame. (U. 21-4) 

The language of 'red Honour' is generosity (the speaker's ally is called "gen'rous 

Love"), nobïiity, and courage, traditionai values of the aristocratic order. But the 

speaker hides behind love, which represents libertine sexuality in contrast to the 'mean 

mistrusttiil shame' that this new emerging view of womanhood was perceived as 

representing. The Cavalier poetry actually proved that women's virtue was not 

actualiy a new phenomenon, but it was being reconfigured - from the male lover's 

reaction to it we can see that women's power to resist male sexuaüty was increased by 

the moral support of the emerging bourgeoisie. It came to pass that this was no more 

iiierating a position for women, but in the eyes of the aristocratic men whose loss was 

great in the transfér of honour, it had the efEect of another Fd. 

Rochester was fond of playing with narrative voice and he wrote severai poems 

h m  women's perspective that voice a rejection of men similar to the fiequent 

masculine rejections ofwomen in his work Women usudy cite the degradation of 



their honour and person by men about t o m  as their reason for repudiating men. 

Although Rochester is generaliy targetting the women as objects for masculine 

derision, there is aiso a sense in the woman's voice of a rejection of the autocratie 

cmeIty associated with the nobleman, and his association with wit. The femaie 

speaker of the "Fragment of a Satire on Men" makes a strong case for abstinence h m  

male society, comparing the "meane submissiveness" that "This ill bred age has 

wrought on womankinde" (Il. 3-4) to the days ofcourtly love when "if my Lady 

Eown'd th'unhappy Knight/ was faine to fast and lye alone that night" (11. 25-6). 

Those days when "the rights their sex and beautyes gave/ To make men wish despaire 

and humbly crave" (il. 5-6) have given way to 

. . .the peil MeU, Playhous and the drawing nome 
Their Woemen Fayres, these Woemen Coursers come 
To chaffer, chuse and ride theire bargaines home (K. 8-10) 

Rochester's speaker is cornmenting on the deche in respect show towards women, 

how the bargainhg of them as property has ceased to be perfumed with words of love, 

and this is a comment on the quality of the poetry as weU. The women now are forced 

to endure %e generaii fate oferrant Woman," to "Bec very proude awhile, then vety 

Common" 01. 19-20), a fate similar to that of Corinna in "A Letter nom Artemiza in 

the Tome to Chloe in the Countrye." The speaker has decided for herser that 

Eyre beare this scome, I'de bee shutt up at home 
Content with humoring my selfe alone, 
Force back the Humble love of former dayes 
In pensive madrigalls and ends of playes W. 2 1-4) 

Compared to the more active role chosen by the male speaker of "Love a Wornan! 

y'are an Ass" and his violent rejection, this retirement into nostdgic contempIation is a 

domestic and solitary affair.  Her hes combhe the double entendre of 'humoting my 

seffe done' wdh a yearning for the courtiy love sung in madrigais. The reference to 

the 'ends of pIayesy pays hornage to the tradition ofthe refonned rake that concIuded 

so many RestoratÎon cornedies, but the role reversal effected on stage that Tyrranyes 
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to Commonwealths Convert" did not last and that "Then fier aN you finde what ere 

wee sayl Things must goe on in their Lewd n a t u d  way" (U. 30,3 1-2). The poem in 

fact reads iike an epilogue, and the speaker continues her extended theatre andogy to 

examine the state of mankind, calhg on the "kind Ladyes of the tome," the amesses, 

to have pity on their "stol'n ravish't men," who are after ail but 'Poore broaken 

Propertyes that cannot serve" (U. 35,36,39). The propedes refer both to broken 

stage props and banknipt men who have been found to be "as Errant TinseiI as their 

Cloathes" (1. 38) - and there is an expiicit conneaion here between real property and 

honour as weU. This bankruptcy of male honourlproperty is another way of readig 

the mord deficiency of male wit. 

III Imperfet enjoyment: erpenditure, wit. and debt 

Norbert EIias cites as one of the aims ofhis study The Court Society a desire to 

test Max Weber's remark that "'Lw<ury7 in the sense of a rejection of the purposive- 

rational orientation of consumption is, to the feudai ruling class, not something 

'superfiuous,' but one of the means of its social se~f-a~sertion."~' He appties Weber's 

assumption to the niling classes of Europe in the seventeenth and eighteenth century 

and is able to prove its validity, as weU as greatiy irnprove on the original comment. 

Elias descnies the aristocracy's financial anangement as a cycle of expendmire and 

consumption, which is in opposition to the bourgeois tenets of production and 

acquisition; the former often leads to defi& wMe the latter usudy results in profit. 

He emphasises that this difference is the resuIt not ofprodigality on the part ofthe 

aristocrats, but a completeiy different attitude toward finances, that unlüce the 

merchant who "must match his expenses to his hcome," the nobleman "must match his 

expenses to the requirements of his nt&," frequentiy rdting in debt or, in extreme 

cases, the mination of his estate." Because "In a society in which every outward 



manifestation ofa person has a special significance, expenditure on prestige and display 

is for the upper classes a necessity they cannot a~oid."'~ 

Georges Bataiue, d i g  a generation after Weber and contemporaneous to 

Elias, takes a similar observation about consumption and applies it to a psycho- 

historical reading ofthe transformation of the ruhg classes fiom a consuming nobiiity 

to an acquisitive bourgeoisie. In his essay 'The Notion of Expenditure" he 

characterises this shift in tenns of a movement away nom an honest expression of the 

human need for excess and destruction, which has led to the marginalisation and 

subordination of the arts, which are essentiaily forms of expenditure. He compares the 

two groups, saying: 

Everything that was generous, orpiastic, and excessive has disappeared; the 
themes of rivalry upon which individual advity still depends develop in 
obscurity, and are as shamefiil as belching.. . . As the class that possesses 
wedth - having received with wealth the obligation of functional expenditure - 
the modem bourgeoisie is characterised by the refusal in principle of this 
obligation." 

He divides general consumption into two areas: the first is for subsistence, and the 

second is "represented by so-called unproductive expendires: luxury, mouming, war, 

cuits, the construction of sumptuary monuments games, spectacles, arts, perverse 

sexual activity (ie, deflected f?om genital hality) - al1 these represent activities which 

at least in prllnitive circumstances, have no end beyond them~elves."~' He asserts that 

in these unproductive expenditures "the accent is placed on a l o s  that must be as great 

as possible in order for that meaning to take on its mie meanhggt7 " He desmies 

aristoctatic expendmire using the mode1 of the potlatch developed by Marcel Mauss, 

placing it in opposition to production. In the exchange systern of potlatch "Tt is the 

constmition of a positive property of loss - nom which spring nobility, honour, and 

rank in a hierarchy - that &es the idtution its signifiant value The gat must be 

considered a loss and thus as a partial destruction, since the desire to destroy is in part 

transfierred to the re~ i~ ien t . "~  He closes the essay with some thoughts that are very 



close to what Rochester is up to when he uses a sexualised libertine reading ofwit to 

combat what he sees as the minimisation of noble virtues to an ethos of materiai and 

Human iifi distinct from juridical existence, existing as it does on a globe 
isolated in celestid space, from night to day and fiom one country to another - 
human üfe cannot in any way be limited to the closed systems assigned to it by 
reasonable conceptions. The immense travail of recklessness, discharge, and 
upheaval that constitutes life couid be expressed by stating that Iife starts only 
with the deficit of these  stems[.]^ 

Bataille is tdking about loss and destruction, what he calls here 'the insubordination of 

material facts,' which he sees as the only way that "the human race ceases to be 

isolated in the unconditional splendor of material thing~."~' In tems of the sexual 

personae that inhabit many of Rochester's poems the Ianguage of excess, expenditure, 

and loss is everywhere. Rochester presents various sexual activities in his works 

which can be termed 'sumptuary' because of they are not related directty to 

reproduction - such as adultery, masturbation, and sodomy, and wit which can be 

reasonably be termed a 'verbal luxury.' These sumptuary expenditures are portrayed 

for the most part by Rochester as naturai and positive - expressions of Bataille's 

'generous, orgiastic, and excessive' nobility. The issue is problematised in 'The 

Imperfect Enjoymen&" where a surnptuary act ofpremature ejaculation leads to an 

ironic seK-assessrnent ofthe rake figure ( h e d  in a witty poetic exercise). The poem 

promotes the idea that the speaker's sexual excess has led to a debasement oflove, and 

an analogous debasement of wit - a notion that is repeated in other poems such as 'To 

the Postboy" and "1 nse at eleven." However, the speaker of 'The Imperfect 

Enjoyment" manages to verbally overcome his hpedment and salvages his self-image 

by do~ing  his wit persona and trandorming through malediction his once-integral 

sexuality into an inalienable other. 

The Imperf i  Enjoymed' is at its base a poem about expenditure in which 

the Restoration rake figure must face his devastahg loss of control over the necesSacy 



loss/destniction action to which Bataille is referrïng. The poem concems a faüed 

sexual encounter between two sophisticates which opens with a seduction scene mainiy 

controiled by the fernale lover, quickiy proceeds to the male Iover's premature 

ejacdation, and ends with his violent damnation of his traitorous penis. The rake is the 

sexual persona of the wit and their combined andogous weapon is the 

pedswordpenis, and the untimely 'spendmg' is rneant to express a verbal and poiitical 

hadequacy, as weil as the sexual failure, di of which a f f i s  both the rakish and witty 

sides of the character. The poem portrays the lover's penis in its present fom &st as 

a "wither'd Flow'f' (1.49, but as his rage builds it is designated a "Rakeheli Villain" 

who "shrinks, and hides his head" (1. 57) when duty calls, although "When Vice, 

Disease and Scandal lead the wayJ With what officious hast dost thou obey?" (U. 52- 

3). The treachery is all the more acute because of his phallus's record of reliable 

This Dart oflove, whose piercing point oft try'd, 
Wth Virgin blood, Ten thousand Maids has dy'd; 
Which Nature directed with such Art, 
That it through ev'ry Cunt, reacht ev'ry Heari. 
Stitfly resolved, 'twould carelessly invade 
Woman or man, nor ought 3s fury stayed: 
Where'er it pierced, a cunt it found or made. (1. 37-43) 

The poem consistentiy portrays the penis of the past as an effective weapon, whiie in 

its present state the lover offers confiised epithets that reflect his own state ofmind and 

body: "Trembhg, confus'd, despairing, limber, dry,/ A wishing, weak, unmoving lump 

I Iy? (Il. 35-6). With his sexual seifhood destabilised, the speaker is left flailing, and 

railing against his once-f%thfÙl weapon - his sword has fàiied and he is lefi only with 

his words. But in this situation, they are not a suitable substitute so they are not 

diiected in seduction toward Corinna, but unieashed on the now disconnected penis, 

the metonymic symbol of his men sexuality- 

The poem itseifis part ofa subgenre of erotic poetry that tlomished in France 

and England in the Iate seventeenth century, which has as its original inspiration ûvid's 
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Amores 3.7. The form is a poetic exercise that plays both with Ovid's classical erotica 

and contemporary pomography; Aphra Behn and George Etherege also wrote versions 

- 'The Disappointment" and ''The Imperfect Enjoyment, " respectively - but 

Rochester's interpretation dEers fiom the others, including Ovid's, in that he uses 

premature ejaculation and not impotence as the sexual defect at the centre of the poem 

- a decision that is befitthg of Rochester's own membership in the profligate 

aristocracy. And Rochester's poem dsers again in revealllig the moment of 

antichax eariier than the others, exploding into disappointment by the Meenth h e :  

"In liquid Rapture, I dissolve aU o're, /Melt into Sperme, and spend at ev'ry Pore" (II. 

15-16). Both loven' wholly negative reactions to his 'spendiig' point us in the 

direction of Rochester's commentary, as does his decision to use premature 

ejaculation, a kind ofoverspending, instead of impotence, the inability to spend. 

Corinna, at e s t  is amused; her lover blarnes her sexuality for the incident initialiy, 

saying "Her Hanci, her Foot, her very look's a Cunt" (1. 18). The very next Iie gives 

Corinna's reaction: "Smiling, she chide in a khd murrn'ring Noise,/ And fiom her 

Body wipes the clammy joys" (U. 19-20). Though the line that ends with 'cunt' is 

end-stopped, the word 'mllling' is an apposition that creates an enjarnbment between 

the two words, and in the lover's imagination Corinna is reduced to a threatening, 

smiling cunt. His attempt at reduction results in a monstrous apparition of female 

sexuality. The vulganty of the image and the diction dehberately deflates the 

seriousness of Rochester's statement about sexuality which has been overarchingly 

heightened @ce the sexual expectations) in an dusive burlesque in the precedùig hes 

ofDonneYs 'soul' conceit in 'The Ecstasy." 

Rochester's fiequent reworkings of Donne (and Jonson and the Cavaler poets) 

were meaningfid attempts to read his own CUItural moment through the couvex leru of 

the metaphysicals, dways leadmg to intereshg distortions. D o ~ e  represents for 

Rochester a lierthe precedent, especidy in the earty erotic poems, and dso a voice 

that winily expresses a persona1 scepticisrn about religion. the court, and love. 



However, when nItered through the impossiily traumatic revolution of the mi& 

seventeenth century to reach Rochester in the Restoration, much of the faith - in 

language and in pleasure - has taken an irrevocable beating. Rochester over and over 

expresses a position that reduces metaphysical heights to physicai realities, replacing 

the erotic with the obscene, the sublime with the concrete and unavoidable present. 

When the male lover's "flutt'ring Soui, sprung with the pointed kissJ Hangs 

hov'ring o're her Balmy Brinks of Bliss" (U. 1 1-12), it is a moment of poetic excess 

that recaiis, with some irony, the stately seriousness of Donne's metaphysical 

dissection of love in ''The Ecstasy." In Donne's poem, hvo lovers lie motiodess on a 

river bank while their souk hang above them engaged in spintuai negotiation. When 

the male speaker in 'The hperfect Enjoyment" 'dissolve[s] ali orer/ Melt[s] into 

sperm' it represents a fdure to achieve the 'interanimation' of the souk that Donne's 

lovers accomptish (1.42)? In 'The Imperfect Enjoyment," the lead-up to the 

idealisation of sexual intercourse is the mock-serious diction of the lovers' foreplay, 

when "Swift 0rders7' are conveyed "that 1 shou'd prepare to throw,/ The AU- 

dissolving Thunderbolt below" (ii. 9- IO), which culminates in the intended union of 

But whilst her busie hand, wou'd guide that part, 
Which shou'd convey my Sou1 up to her Heart, 
In liquid Raptures, 1 dissolve all o're, 
Melt into Sperme, and spend at ev' ry Pore (Il. 13- 16) 

The diction then changes abruptly nom the elevated Domeian 'balmy brinks of bliss' 

to the debased and literal 'cunt' and 'spem', as the ' AU-dissolving Thunderbolt' itseif 

dissolves, and dong wah it the speaker's sense of self. His condition is mock-tragic 

("5 the most forlom, Ioa man aiive" (1.25)) while the woman's aate is natural for her, 

and is counted as the cause ofhis grief She has already been reduced to her sexuaiity 

- her very selfis a 'cunt', whüe the male lover's self-image is dissolveci by his semai 



fdlure and in order to save it he must disengage his own niling sexuality' since it has 

been revealed to be a fdse leader, W<e a false wit. 

In Rochester's ironic transmutation of Donne's conceit, the sou1 is taken from 

platonic unity to a dissolution of the Io@ ambitions into premahire 'Iiquid Raptures.' 

The logic of the soul section is that the male lover's soul is conveyed to Corinna's 

heart by the penis, coyly referred to as 'that part.' This is a disniption of Donne's 

formulation in which his lovers abstain fkom sex until their souls have joined and only 

then cm they hifil their physical desires: "To our bodies tum we then" ("The E c s t N  

1.69). h "The hpenect Enjoyment" Corinna has her last active moment and 

sigrificantly it is to highlight the commercial undertone of those 'clamrny joys': 

When with a Thousand Kisses, wand'ring o're 
My panting Bosome, - is there then no more? 
She cries. AU this to Love, and Rapture's due, 
Must we not pay a debt to pleanire too? (U. 2 1-4) 

'This,' the sperm, is in Corinna's estimation payment to Love and Rapture, referring to 

the intentions ofthe speaker's soul which was destined to join her hem. The 

repetition of 'rapture' here transfiorms it fiom an ecaatic religious experience to part of 

a line of debtors, in which pleasure remains the oniy one unpaid. The rerninder not to 

forfeit pleasure's due is also an echo fiom "The Ecstasy" when Donne's speaker 

argues the importance of the lovers' bodies as the "sphere" that is guided by their 

''inteIligences" (souls) (1. 52): 

We owe them thanks because they thus 
Did us to us at first coxwey, 
Yielded th& forces, saw, to us, 
Nor are dross to us, but day. (B. 53-6) 

The sense here is that the bodies strengthen ('&y') the soul, wMe in Rochester the 

body has proved weak ('dross'). The Imperfect Enjoyment" is rife with commercial 
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language, spendiig and debt, including the poetic debts to Ovid and Donne. Mer her 

speech Corinna disappears fi-om the poem as a physical presence and with her goes the 

ironic and witty inversion of the rake persona, which hardens into rage and for the rest 

of the poem he fiilminates against his penis in a verbal substitution ofthe second 

ejaculation he cannot perfonn. She was his mirror. her "nimble Tongue" is cded 

"Love's lesser Lightning" (1.7), in other words lesser than his "AU-dissolvhg 

Thunderbolt" O. 10). It is her "pointed kiss" (French kiss) (1. I 1) that 'springs' his 

soul into the air, and this is clearly analogous to his 'piercing point.' The couple who 

began "equdy inspir'd with eager fiey7 (1.3) are left quite unequal by the incident 

(with words like "Obedience" (1.26) and "shame" (1.29) reinforcing the speaker's 

unrnanning); Corinna is the only one who effected any penetration - with the tongue 

whose words about debt are silenced when she is overwritten by the speaker's own 

verbal expenditure, his rage. 

There are clear resonances for the speaker o fThe  Imperfect Enjoyment" in 

Richard Braveman's assessrnent of prodigality of libertine wit, which sustains the view 

that began with Weber's remark about lwcury, extended to account for the Iuxurious 

expendihire of wit. But in Rochester's poem, we must examine why, f?om the point 

ofview of the rake himself; has prodigai spendiig become a disadvantageous activity - 

why has he Iost control of his expendire? We may recaii the passages above fiom 

Behn (Tour Judgment's (as your Passions) a Diseasen) and Pope ("But foilowing wits 

fiom that intention strayed,/ Who could not woo the mistress wooed the maid") 

accusing the penod of debasing poetic expression and replacing it with lewdness. 

AISO. fiom Rochester's own accusation against Dryden, that he had been seduced by a 

'loose slatteme Muse,' it is clear that the whordmaiden metaphor was a common way 

ofpresenting this issue. Which brings us to those Iegions of women he claims to have 

'swived,' fiom the "Oyster, Cinder, Beggar, common Whoren (1.50) to the T e n  

thousand Maids" bis "pieràng point oft try'b" The 'Vugin blood' ofthe maids is 

meant as a purifier - unlike the 'unnt' m e n d  bfood of the 'tirne ofFlow'a7. The 



problem here, however, is with the numbers, the absurdist excess e v v h e r e  in the 

poem - thousands of kisses, thousands of virgins, and in the end the "Ten thousand 

abler Pricks" 0. 7Qrn who are nominated to "do the wrong'd Corinna right for thee" (1. 

72). The fded penis is left passive: 

Through ail the Town, a common Fucking Post; 
On whom each Whore, relieves her tinglhg Cunt, 
As Hogs, on Gates, do rub themselves and gmnt. (il. 63-5) 

The rake's currency has been debased by too much spendmg on the m n g  objects. 

However, the rake's momentary epiphany that perhaps being led by lewdness has led 

to his current bankniptcy is consurned by his rage and al1 blame is channelled to his 

penis, which is psychicaily discomected and cursed with disease in the last lines of the 

poem. It is this disco~ection, dong with the rake's retreat hto his other potent 

cunency, language, that aiiows him to reappear as an unreformed rake in "A Ramble in 

St James's Park" and "A Letter fiom Artemiza in the Town to Chloe in the C~untry."~ 
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controversy when the books were seized days afker publication because of Mulgrave's alleged Jacobite 
sympathies, a cause of some an.uiety for Pope due to his Catholicism, 
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So Iet us meit, and make no noise, 
No tear-flOOdS, nor sigh-tempes& mave; 
'Twere profanation ofour joys 
To tell the faity our love," (il. 5-8) 

'' The "abler R i W  Rems to be an ironic refiefence to the "abler souin of "The Ecstasy," the singie 
entity boni of the union of the lovers' souk, which Rochester's lovers have been unabie to achieve. 
In her article "Elizabeth Thomas and the Two Corhas: Giving the Woman Wnter a Bad Namen 

Anne McWhir discusses the bistory of the 'Corinna' epithet, h m  the Boeatian poet who defeated 
PUidar in a poetxy contest, to Ovid's lover, and finafly the earfy eighteenth century poet Elizabeth 
Thomas, McWhir writes that as such it is a name that embodies connotations ofboth 'poet' and 'slut.' 
(ELH62,1(1995) 105-1 19). 



Chapter 2 

' This ail-sin-sheltring grove ': 
Social upheaval and Rochester's mock-pastoral vision 

Pastoral was one of the most prominent literary foms of the Renaissance, and 

its major concem with the dialectical interplay between concepts of town versus 

country and nature versus art is a significant aspect of seventeenth century intektual 

debate. Especiaiiy important is pastoral's i n t ~ s i c  relevance to the transformation of 

the population's relationship to land and property in the early modem period, for 

which it was employed to express reactions as disparate as nostalgia and indignation, 

authority and powerlesmess, resuaint and liberty. Norbert Elias interprets the 

prevalence of the pastoral form in the Renaissance as part of what he calls 'the process 

of courtkation' that began in the post-feudal period with the centralisation of the 

European courts and the transformation of the nobility fiom warriors to courtiers. For 

these medieval wistocrats, nostalgia took the form of chivairous romances featuring 

"the fiee and self-reliant knightly life that was already sinking Eom sight."' For the 

next wave of romantic v n i ~ g ,  when the 'courbation' was complete, nostalgia was 

manifested in the fonn of classical pastoral: ' 

The past took on the character of a dream image. Country Iitè becarne a 
symbol oflost innocence, ofspontaneous simplicity and naturainess. It became 
an opposite image to urban court Iife with its greater constraints, its more 
cornpiex hierafchicd pressures and ts heavier demands on individuai self 
control? 

Pastord flourished under the vniters of the courts of Elizabeth 1 and James I, where, as 

Louis Adnan Montrose observes, its ''Uonic nisticity and apparent trivialiry" made it 

'Vie appropriate medium in whïch living princes may be obliquely d c i s e d  or 

instnicted.. . . [and] bS properties of dissimulation and insinuation make it apt to 

embody any motive that it might be impolitic, graceless, or dangerous to advance 

openly in the predatory environment of a Renaissance cou&"' There k, however, an 
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inherent ambivalence in these covert anti-court configurations, following from what 

Elias descnies as "the dilemma ofelevated strata which, while they may pull at their 

chains, cannot throw them off without jeopardiig the entire social order that secures 

them their privileged position, and so the foundation of their own social values and 

meaning"; in this sense "the pastoral Ne is here already the symbol of a longing for a 

kind of life that is ~nreaiiizable."~ 

When Rochester took up his pen in the late 1660s pastoral was stiiI in use but 

its symbolic meaning had been aitered irrevocably by fashion, econornics, and war. He 

inherited the courtly poetic tradition of the Elizabeth and Cavalier poets, and could 

not have been insensible to the significance of either the thwarted ambition expressed 

in Sidney's works or the bitter nostalgia of Lovelace's Commonwealth-era lyrics. 

These precedents of stately but impassioned ah-court protest on the one hand, and 

dignified courtly suffering on the other offered strong though contrasting politicised 

possibilities for the Restoration writers of pastorals. But the changes wrought by the 

political and econornic upheavais of the mid-century meant it was impossible for the 

pastoral tradition to carry on unchanged. There were two other major factors that 

deterrnined Rochester's interpretation of pastoral: first, the even sharper divide 

between town and country &er the Restoration, a result of changing attitudes to 

propertr, and second, the disappointment of aristocratie hopes for the restored court 

and king, a disappointment Iinked also to economic issues as weli as concerns about 

poütical potency. 

Pastoral is a form that " f lo~shes  at a particular moment in the urban 

development, the phase in which the relationship of metropolis and countxy is stin 

evident? The tensions between the town and country fàctions intensified after the 

Restoration, and in a paraüeI development, the Elizabethan suppression of what 

Montrose cds "materid pastoralism" (actuai evidence of nrral We) in favour of the 

symbolic imagery ofshepherds, shepherdesses, and sheep was dso intensifiecf - to the 

point where wen the symboiic trappings had been marginalised.' Rochester's 
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pastorais do featue characters identined as shepherds or shepherdesses, although 

they are normaily caüed swains and nymphs, or their pastoral role is simply identined 

by the use of traditional sobriquets like Chioris or Strephon, but he does not usually 

hclude any animals for them to tend, or imbue them with any obvious conneaion to 

nature. This change can be pdai iy explaïned by the poetic atmosphere ofthe 

Augustans which advocated 'naturainess' and 'unity.' Traditional artificial constnicts 

of pastoral could only be digested in an atmosphere of mutual suspended disbelief, 

where clashing style and content are ignored by tacit consent in appreciation of the 

higher ideal being expressed. This shfi was influenced by the faa that the belief 

system of the English was firther sphtered after the Restoration and superimposed 

universais like these became increasingly less palatable to contemporary tastes, where 

the mood was more one of 'suspended belief' However, this is only hdfof the story; 

the interesthg thhg Rochester does with the pastoral form is the reduction cited 

above. He strips it down to essentials to women and men in amorous situations, but 

this lads  not to greater illumination but rather more obfiiscation, mainiy because of 

the overwhelming sexualised reading Rochester imposes on his pastords - because, for 

him, sex is nature. Montrose notes that the sheep of the Renaissance models had 

become a "hierarchy-transcending incarnation of property, a subject of human 

exploitation uniting or ident-g the interests ofgroups that had profoundly diïering 

relations to the land itself; to theû own labor, and to each other."' By the time 

Rochester is wnting this comection is too abstract to be usefùl to him, and in fact the 

'tabour' element has become soiled due to the anxiety caused by the encroaching 

bourgeoisie, hence the removal of the livelüiood ofhis pastoral characters. Since the 

authonty ofthe land was being wrenched away fiom the aristocracy and into the hands 

ofthe bourgeoisie, land was thus becoming more and more expiicitrtty associateci with 

commercial values (whereas under the 'improving landowners' the comection had 

been kept tacit), and Rochester is not interesteci in aügnhg his characters wiui a 

Iabouring ethos. 
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In terms of property, the Restoration brought disappointment to many 

landowning f a d e s  via unrecovered estates and fortunes that had been confiscated by 

the Parüamentary government; it also brought the lastllig Commonwealth legacy of 

stria settlement which helped to consolidate "the establishment of the new order which 

had been developing for at least two cent~ries."~ This 'new order' was connected to 

the agrarian capitalisrn that had been buüding since the enclosure controversy, and it 

consisted ofthe 'country' interests of the landed gentry who were set up as opponents 

to court or town interests, but were roughly analogous to the urban bourgeoisie in 

their political and economic beliefs. The resulting dichotomy h d s  nch expression in 

the comedy of the Restoration, in what Raymond Wfiams c d s  "the sourest kind of 

counter-pastoral that anyone could have imagined." 'O Williams notes that here "the 

contrast between 'country' and 'town' is comonly made, but with some evident 

arnbiguity. Written by and for the fashionable society of the town, the plays draw on 

evidently anxious feelings ofrejection, or a necessary appearance of rejection, of the 

coarseness and clumsiness, or simply the duüness, of country life."' ' The central 

amorous plots of these plays were always implicitly concemed with the marriage 

market, and the strict settiement was associated especidy for the women with the 

movement toward confinement on the estate and equally exclusion 60m the t o m  and 

society. Williams notes the profound cynicisrn that accompanies their fiankness about 

the mamage market, but remarks that @ce the ambivalence Eiias observed in the 

Renaissance pastoralists) "this cynicism never reached the point of renouncing the 

advantages which were behg played for, that is why it is cynicism, rather than real 

opposition." He contînues~ 

the point about the cynicisrn of these w e q  and greedy intrigues - the corner 
having and gening which reduces îts players to a mutuaiity of objects - is that it 
is only the scum ofa deeper cynicism, which as a matter of settlement, of 
ordered society, has reduced men and women to phpicai, bargainable carriers 
of estates and incarnes." 



Rochester's own marriage provides an good example of the kind of commercial 

Whüe Rochester was off on his grand tour, his mother was busy fïnding him an 

heiress to heip repair the family fortunes. He returned in 1664, aged eighteen, to news 

that she had secured the king's, the royal mistress Lady Castlemaine's, and 

Clarendon's support for a match between him and Ehbe th  Malet, a girl of about 

fifteen who was sole heiress to a large fortune and her f d y  estate in Somerset. The 

Malets, however, prefened a more beneficiai mamage for their heiress and continued 

negotiating with other noble f8milies. Rochester (and probably his mother) decided to 

take action and in May 1665 ESibeth Malet's coach was intercepted at Charing Cross 

and she was snatched into another coach and conveyed to a rendmous point, but 

Rochester was arrested before he could meet her there. He spent three weeks in the 

Tower for the offence before being sent on a naval expedition under the Earl of 

Sandwich, who was Uicidentaily the father ofhis chief rival for Malet's hand. It is not 

known how or why, but two years later Malet and Rochester were married secretly 

(but with her consent) at Whitehail in the king's presence. However, because Malet's 

f d y  were againa the match and no senlement had been made before the elopement, 

Rochester was never able to access his d e ' s  fortune, and it eventually passed to their 

daughterd3 

At some point in their maniage, the husband and w8e exchanged a pair of 

conventional songs that seem to contain a subtext about their financial entanglements. 

Rochester's poem opens: 

Give me Ieave to raile at you, 
1 aske nothing but my due; 
To caii you fiilse, and then to say, 
You shaü not keepe rny Heart a Day. 
But (Alas!) against my will, 
I m a  be your Captive stül. (II. 1-6) 

The language ofentmpment ('captive') and debt ('my due') bespeak disappohted 

ambition, and in the context of the unlucky hancial outcome of thei. maniage it seems 



likely the reference is a personai one. The second stanza is a sermon about 

kindness, which can be read as a synonym for generosity - 'Xuidnesse has resistless 

Charmes," he advises his w8e7 and ends the poem with the words Tt guilds the Lovers 

Servile Chaine/ And makes the Slave grow pleas'd and vaine." (U. 9, 15- 16). Lady 

Rochester's "Answei' has the effect of dampening the complaint of her husband's 

song, and defends her own position: 

Thinke not Thirsis I will e're 
By my Love, my Empire loose, 
You grow Constant through despair, 
Love retum'd, you wou'd abuse. 
. * . . * * . . . . . * . . . . . * . * * * * . . *  
Let your Example make me tme 
And ofa Conquer'd Foe, a Friend. 
Then ife're I shou'd cornplaine, 
Of your Empire, or my Chain, 
Summon aii your Pow'mill Charmesy 
And feu the RebeIi in your Armes. (IL 9-12. 19-24) 

The imperial and militaristic language she uses delivers the message that her 'empirey' 

that is, her estate and her person, will remain sovereign, and she challenges hîm by 

punnlig on his own use of 'Charmes' to 'conquer' her 'empire' with kindness. 

The reaiity of their situation was recreated in The Man of Mode, in which the 

dissembling Rochester figure, Dorimant, woos the h e k ~  Haniet "to repair the m h s  

of my estate that needs it."' Haniet's reluctant mother finaüy consents to "gke Mr. 

Dorimant Ieave to wait upon [her] and [her] daughter in the country7" and Harriet 

descnies what he will fhd: 

a great, rarnbling, lone house that boks as it were not inhabited, the family's so 
smd. There you will fïnd my mother, an old lame amt, and myself, sir, 
perched up on chairs at a distance in a large parlor, sitting moping Ike three or 
four melancholy buds in a spacious volary. Does not this stagger your 
resol~tion?'~ 

Dorimant replies to her iroaic devatuation of her estate with empty conventîodity, not 

unW<e Rochester's poem above: 'Tot at ail, madam The first time 1 saw yoy you Ieft 

me with the pangs of love upon me; and this day my soul has guite @en up her 



liberty." DorVoant's resolution is not staggered because what he is after is the value 

of the estate, not the house itseifor its contents; he knows he will not be trapped in the 

volary with Haniet and the Woodvill women, as a wedthy man he wilI be fke to 

r e m  to the t o m  whenever he chooses. Harriet responds to his words with more 

gentle mockery, aware of her &te: "This is mon dismal than the country. - Emilia, pity 

me who am going to that said place. Methinks 1 hear the hatefbl noise ofrooks akeady 

- kaw, kaw, kaw. There's music in the worst cry in London." l6 Her family name, 

Woodvill, embodies the two worlds she is tom between. Raymond Williams remarked 

on this passage, "what the birds cry is what the world cries in the end: that the 

settIement has to be made, into an estate and into a marriage."" The play was 

performed in L676, nine years after Rochester's marriage; those in the audience (and 

on the stage - Rochester's lover Elizabeth Barry was playing the role of Dorimant's 

jilted mistress Mrs Loveit) who were aware of the charactensation would also know 

that Elizabeth Malet essentidy ended up Rochester's negiected country wik, which is 

clearly the role Etherege predicts for Haniet. The situation is illustrated in a curt letter 

Rochester sent Lady Rochester fiom London: 

Madam 
It was the height of Complyance forc't mee to agree y' ~a~ shoult corne into 
Oxfordshire ift does not please you 'tis not my fault, though much my 
stpectation; 1 receive the cornphnent you make in desiring my Company as 1 
ought to doe; But 1 have a poore living to gett that 1 may bee l e s  Burdensome 
to yrLaV; if yrLaq had return'd moneys out of Somerts for the Buying those 
things you sent for they myght have bin had by this tirne, But the little I gett 
here will very hardly serve my owne turne, however I must tell you that 'twas 
Blancowt's h I t  you had non Holland & other things sent you a fortnight 
agoe, next weeke 1 goe into the West & att my retume shall have the 
Happiness of waituig on y' LaW.'' 

The quibbling over whose purse should pay for a piece of fabnc ('hoUand' linen) and 

the bittemess about the 'poore living' he is forced to eke out at court indicates 

Rochester's We of leisure was not as fhkM or as IeisureIy as he wodd like; and Lady 

Rochester's cornplaints about behg stranded wÏth her mother-in-law at the Rochester 

estate bespeak an equal dissatistàction. The rooks are crying sornethmg else, then - 



that on a personal IeveI the settiement wiiI consume the sou1 of the wifie to feed the 

fortune of the husband, who is in tum prostituted to the aii-consurring court. And 

lastiy these birds of prey also remind us of Rochester's fded abduction attempt, a 

'romantic' act with an ugiy motive and a disappointing result; this 'forced settlement' 

constituted a feudal warrior throwback, and Rochester's first fdure in the 'new order' 

just months after his amival at court. The dramatic promise of the earl, the heiress, and 

the elopement was played out in duii squabbles over money, the land he risked it for a 

fiction just beyond his grasp. 

Like the court poets before him, Rochester uses the pastoral form to express 

covert and dangerous political beliefs, but his thorough cynicism about the court and 

king mark him as an unlikely interpreter of this most nostalgie form, since he had no 

reverence for the court on which to focus. Since his philosophical scepticism is often 

at odds with the deep social conservatism he shared with most of the nobiiity, there is a 

further paradox at work as weli. He can be lukewami in his nostalgia, and his 

ambivalence often undermines bis social and political degiances; at other times, 

however, as we saw in his literary feuds, when his stanis is being threatened he is a 

staiwart patncian, but in a way that invariably recaiis an older, more independent vision 

of nobility. It is Ming then that he would invoke the pastoral in its dying hour as an 

aristomtic medium and use it, most often to satincd effect, in a handfbl of enigrnatic 

poems. In his body ofwork there are severai reworkings of pastorals, most of them 

distortÏons of the stylised playfulness of the Latin onginais and of Renaissance 

imitations. When compareci to the ffuidii ofthe Caroline examples that preceded him, 

Rochester's versions are cynical and coarse. Montrose points to the "encoding 

principlen ofElizabethan fiterature in which "amorous motives displace or subsume 

forms of desire, hstration, and resentmeat other than the merely sexuaPg In 

Rochester's pastoral world there are rape fmtasies, rapes, whores and hucksters, aU 

usudy more pnirient than arousing, more derisive than wistful. There is a compulsion 

for naturalism, often grotesquely portrayed, in these poems - the nymphs and swains 



fiilnl their urges one way or another, and the reticence ubiquitous in Renaissance 

versions is filled here by a sema1 voracity that wavers between delight and depravity. 

He is clearly effecting an inversion ofthe Renaissance codhg by putting ail the sexuai 

goods on display, but the reversal snaps back when the underlayer of complex 

nostaigic yearning, anti-court bile, and economic anxiety is revealed. What emerges is 

a world that is essentially mock-pastoral, hught with paradox, where progress is 

decay, and decay progress - and it is Uiformed by the FaU, the contradictory moment 

when we gained "knowledge of good through knowledge of evil. Loss was gain and 

gain was loss." It is a world not unlike Rochester's own, and it is fbeiied by the very 

contradictions that are the touchstones of his larger ideology. 

I Aristocraric Crisis and the Golden Age 

One of pastoral's Most common conventions is an underlying nostalgia for a 

perceived golden age, expressed in elegiac contemplation of the countryside and its 

aistoms. The power of the European nobihy was derived ffom Îts property, but as the 

seventeenth century progressed political and financiai power was being discomected 

tiom the land, and increashgly based in more abstract notions of trade and capital. 

Concem over these changes was profoundly expressed by Ben Jonson who "lamented 

the death of an order as 014 he thought, as the countryside; a way of We in which 

generosity, in the fùllest sense of the word, accompanied a purity of life and pleasure 

which the Juvenalian town had exchanged for disease, obscurantism, affectation, and 

bigotry."' This same anxiety is saliently expressed in Rochester's compact lyric "The 

Fa'' which beneath its sema1 cornplaint holds a passionate subtext about the demise 

ofthe mythic old order and its idealised codes. 

Not strÎctiy pastord m its imagery, the poem has as its subject matter the Fail 

of man, which was the inspiration for so much Christian-era pastorai poetry. At the 

Restoration, the Fall metaphor took on new signincance for the two groups who seized 

upon it. For the newly deféated Par~amentarians, the niyth represented the Mure of 



the Good Old Cause, and they were left to ponder the loss of their Christian 

paradise on earth. Obviously, the giant among these is Milton's Parudise Lost, 

published in 1667? Christopher Hill outlines Milton's viewpoint: 

The English Revolution had gone wrong because the revolutionaries had failed 
to aIIow tor the redience and adaptabifity of the Engiish gentry, their powers 
ofadjustment The radicals had tned to take political short cuts, had retied on 
individuals who turned out to be avancious and ambitious, or hypocrites. The 
desire for reforrnation did not sink deeply enough into the-consciences of 
supporters of the Revolution, did not transfomi their lives. They had passiveiy 
handed politics over to their leaders, as to some factor. The leaders had 
betrayed the cause, had accepted cowardly compromises, had sacrificed 
principles to what they thought was economic expediency? 

Hill asserts that Adam represents the fden leaders ofthe Revolution and Eve the 

radicals: "The Fa11 had been a consequence of the wrong sort of solution, of Eve's 

attempted short cut towards a godlike power, instead of achieving this by self- 

know ledge and seKdiscipline, w hich would give tme cont~-01."~ Milton's own 

leanings in the Revolution were more consenrative than radical - he did not approve, 

for instance, of Winstaniey's declaration that "the introduction of private property w m  

the Fall" and that "Ifwe abolish pnvate property and wage labour we shall be back in 

the prelapsarian state of innocence and bli~s."~ What Milton advocated was "the 

unalienable Iabor ofEdenic cultivation" which "goes hand in hand wah a radical 

critique of arktocratic values and styles - a critique that is, of course, not proletarian in 

character but rather retigious, inteiiectual, and b o u r g e ~ i s . ~  

The second use ofthe F d  myth at the Restoration was the Royalist vision of 

God's intewention to restore Charles II to the throne, repeated in panegyrics and 

histories alike, which attempted to act as a reversal of the embittered mantle h s t  

upon the defeated Cavaler poets. Lovelace evoked the prekipsarian state with 

heartFeIt melancholy in the poem "Love Made ùi the F i  Agen: 

In the n a .  of time, 
Chloris, t was not thought a aime 
In direct Hebrew to woo. 
Now we make love as di on fie, 
Ring retrograde our loud desire, 



And court in Engiish backward too. 

Thrice happy was that golden age, 
When compliment was constnied rage, 
And fine words in the center hid; 
When wsèd No stained no maid's biiss, 
And ail discord was s m e d  in Yes, 
And nought forbade, but to forbid. (IL 1 - 12)3 

Lovelace's poem, d e n  during his years of poverty and obscurity after the Royalist 

defeat in the Civil War, is a larnent on the loss of semai and poetic fteedom which 

forces hun to write in an encoded 'backward' English without the liberty of the 

paradisal original tongue. The present is conceived of as a time of negativity in which 

the 'cursèd No' ofthe disapproving Puritans drowns the pleasing iicentious discord, 

'surnmed in Yes,' of a mythic Caroline generosity. Lovelace did not s u ~ v e  to see the 

Restoration, but his tragic rendering of the Commonwealth years, and his own tragic 

end, gave force to the mythmaking of Charles II's Restoration, figured again and again 

as a rebirth for the nation, with England transformed into a new Eden? Charles, 

however, did not make a particularly noble Adam, and his succession of (moaly 

unpopular) Eves did not help to lift the cloud of cynicai dissipation that feîi over the 

court. By the 1670s, when Rochester's version of the familiar lament on the fden 

state ofmankind was probably written, the bloom was M y  off the rose, anti-court 

lampoons were se,  and the tensions that led to the Exclusion Crisis in 1678 were 

causing court factions to spiit into sornetimes treasonous alliances. The demise of the 

latest earthly paradise, compounded by anxieties about property and author@, sent 

courtly poets again in search of an historicdy mattainable golden age. 

Rochester's 'n ie  Fall" begins conventiondy, but by the second stanza he is 

using the subject to reduce the meaning of the Fail to sex - the lofty introduction 

seerns to anticipate a phüosophicai contemplation, but the verses focus instead upon 

the k t  couple's fominae abiIity to make love with me, s e d  disorders as yet 

unknown to them. The poem's emphasis on impotence as a tragic consequence of the 

F d  travesties a real seventeenth century &ety in what is clearly a very poIiticai poem 



dorninated by the metaphor ofimpotence as a loss of sexual and political power. 

The s m d  theme emerges in the second sianza and becornes rapturous in its 

description ofthe happy state of Adam and Eve in paradise. The third stanza descends 

into complaint, but the tone is neutral, and the final stanza focuses the narrative on a 

specific earthiy couple, ending on a whimper with the speaker pleadiig with his lover 

for compassion. 

The political subnarrative of the poem operates as an aiiegory in which Paradise 

represents a happier age and the semai uncertainty suffered by the earthly couple 

stands for the anxieties ofa l e s  than ideal present. More specificdy, given 

Rochester's low opinion of Charles Ll's reign 1 think it is reasonable to read the idyiüc 

state of humanity before their disgrace as pomayed in the first two stanzas as a 

metaphor for a pre-war golden age and the male speaker as a voice of dissent and 

disenchantment about the current state of contemporary society, which is portrayed 

negatively against the paradisal age that preceded it. His mistress is the embodiment of 

the prevailuig decadence - she is ûivolous and fickie, her plaintive lover implies, with 

no deep sensibilities. But she is as desirable as he is feckless; she is the irresistible 

temptress, and it is but a short leap to read her as a metaphor for the Restoration Court 

itself. There is real despair for the old regime in the politicised language of the second 

stanza. In the line "Each member did their d s  obey," the sexual 'member' can be 

interpreted to represent both aristocrats and Parliamentarians who once obeyed the wiU 

of a higher order - in the case ofthe nobüity, this was a land-based political authority 

embodied by the notion of Honour, while the Parliamentarians, who were once 'God's 

Englishmen,' had strayed tiom thek antinomian roots. Their rebellions have left the 

nation "poor Slaves to hope and fearJ ... never ofour Joys senire" (II. 9-10) in the third 

stanza The irony that both the Commonwealth period and the Restoration are 

depicted in the propaganda of the day as  liberations is coweyed in these words - 

Englishmen end up far fiom fiee, slaves ofuncertainty mought by civil war and the 

rehtation of the monarch's divinity, proven both by the severed head ofcharles I and 
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the ineficacy and arnorality of his son. The pre-revolutionary world is portrayed as 

one of fiilnlment, where "enjoyment waited" like a fiùthfûl servant "on desireY7 (i.6), 

whereas the present moment exists only in desire never to be fidfilied. These desires 

"lessen still, as they draw nead And none but duIl delights endure" (ll. 1 1-12) - 

desire's loyal servants have fled and are replaced by inferior sensations not to be 

enjoyed but 'endured.' The desire engendered by the Restoration of the Stuart 

monarchy, with its desperate promise that England would be trdorrned into an ideal 

and eniightened reah, faded more and more as the years passed. 

However, even in the Paradise of the first two stanzas, dissatisfaction lurks. 

The two stanzas are strung together by the colon that ends line 4 and by the contrast 

between "Weil" and the "cool Shades" of line 5, but the contrast breaks d o m  on 

tbrther examination. Firstly, the 'kool Shades" have both positive and negative 

connotations, the coolness pleasing in contrast to hot suffenng hell, but also implying 

disinterest. The portrayal of t he 'bblest.. . Created S tate" in aanza 2 is ordered, 

sheltered, but not particularly passionate. The imagery efFects an inversion against a 

straighd'orward lament, the proteciiveness of the cool Shades repressive and 

dampening. The earthiy present cannot be redeemed, but the ambivalent references to 

Paradise subtly undermine the appeal of the golden age. 

Aithough there is no assignation of blarne for the Faii in the poem, the allusion 

c m o t  but imply the accepted interpretation of Genesis as man's betrayal by a woman. 

The same roles are in fact repeated in the last stanza where the male speaker is clearly 

at the mercy ofhis mistress, i m p l o ~ g  her not to love him for his "frsriler part" while he 

pays the "nobler Tribute of a heart" 0. 16, 14). As weil as establishg historidy 

gendered roles, the connection with the Faü serves to make sùllster the convention of 

the c o d y  lover and his cruel beloved. The proud courtly tradition offeigned 

powdessness ofthe male mistocrat was oniy possible when there was reai tangible 

power to back it up. Now that that power is decimateci this poem shows the lover as 

he is, powerless, dependent, but clinging to fictitious notions of honour - like Adam in 



Genesis. The poem implies that the dangerous empowerment ofwomen and 

subordination of men are a direct result of this socio-economic deciine, and ofthe 

political equation of power with sex. 

Despite the sinister undercurrents, the poem ends on a strangely tender note; 

the speaker's entreaty, though phrased in mock-courtly language, imbues the poem 

with a pathos that reflects the sense of loss to which the once-hopeful royalists were 

forced to resign themselves. The poignancy of these lines seems to consciously echo 

Sidney's Astrophel and recall the great age in which he lived. Yet there is an imbedded 

irony in this back-glancing; even a disiîlusioned Restoration courtier like Rochester 

must have been aware that Sidney's age was the beguuiing of the end - Sidney was the 

pimacle, but already his 'fiower with base infection' had met? If Astrophel's sweetly 

confessed powerlessness at the hand of an indiïerent lady is cded into question, when 

it seemed the aristocrat's real power as a man and as a lord was secure, that clearly 

leaves the power of later gentry nothing more than castles in the sand. 

While the nrst three aanzas express the existentid dilemma in very general 

terms, the £inal stactza opens with the causal 'Then' and brings things into focus with a 

specific and present moment of sexual uncertainty: 

Then, Clons, while I duty pay, 
The nobler Tribute of a hem; 
Be not you so severe, to Say 
You Love me for a fiailer part. (U. 13 - 16) 

The ' m e r  part' clearly refers to the penis which Cloris prefers above the other organ, 

his heart, that he offers in payment in 1. 14.% The diction of this stanza is very 

commercial, and chronicles a senes of exchanges that leave the male speaker banknipt 

and in debt at the end- He pays duty with his heart to Clons, trading in the currency of 

loyalty and love; it is he says a nobler mibute. This invites the question, nobler than 

what? NobIer than what she is o f f e ~ g :  an empty authority, not backed up by a 

paterdistic ideology iïke the paai~chalisrn of aristocratie d e .  T n i e  has a direct 

feudd connotation - a tribute was the payment rendered by a vassal to his lord for 
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protection The male lover is upholding the noble code ofhonour, where tributes 

were paid amongst the nobility through cyclicd obligation. He is beseeching her not to 

undervalue his tribute because it wül Iead to a deflation of its worth in generai. Clocis 

appears to represent Charles II and the lover a courtier pledging degiance to his 

sovereign, accepting it as his duty, but expecting it to be debased. The "cool shades" 

of protection are gone, and they are left in a world tumed upside dom. The M e r  

part is the generai malaise - playing on the diseased member ofthe pox-ridden period - 

of an intense interest in money, novelty, shock-value, and pleasures of the moment, 

which kept the court and king distracted from the ground shifting beneath their feet. 

The serioumess of the biblical story is deflated and the political situation of 

Restoration England parodied as a moment ofsexual fhstration in "The FaII," but the 

poem is entirely humourless. Rochester uses the poem soberly to raise the sarne issues 

(ie. the decline of honour and the misplaced sense of values of his contemporaries) that 

concemed Jonson in his the .  For the Restoration the golden age and its demise were 

very real events: the pre-Revolutionary world, with Charles I's fiawed but resplendent 

court at its centre, was obliterated by the extraordinary betief-shaking regicide whose 

f'reaching consequences were by now too entrenched to be reversed. These are the 

events that shadow Rochester's poem, though he never pinpoints an exact moment for 

man's lapse but leaves us to grapple with an ambiguity that renders his golden age 

nebuious and impossible to h k e .  But perhaps that is exactly the point, because üke 

most nostalgists Rochester attempts to focus on an unpleasant immediate past and 

present, but in the end is unable to ignore a rot that was much deeper than he cares to 

admit, 

Another prominent formai aspect of pastord is the characterisation ofits 

principd figures, the nymph and shepherd In general these characters, as they were 
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derived fkom the ancient onginais, came to represent in the Renaissance paragons of 

dignity and decency who had special access to tnrth and wisdom through theù 

unmitigated connection to nature. The shepherd variously praises nature, laments dead 

companions, levels veiied criticisms against urbanisation, and sings of his passion for a 

beloved nymph; the nymph, on the other hanci, is typicdy l e s  vocal and usudy exists 

solely as an object of the swain's affection or cornplaint. The Ehbethans perfected 

these constnicts - which were most fully mapped by Spenser in The Shephemdes 

Culender - but did not necessarily take them at face value; indeed often they 

questioned and modined their meaning, moa famously in the flood of poetic rejoinders 

inspired by Marlowe's rapturous "Corne live with me and be my love." Much of the 

trope is tongue-in-cheek, especialiy the assumptions about the nymph, and contrary but 

equaüy prominent stereotypes like that of the wanton country maid CO-exist with the 

idea of the fair indiierent shepherdess. But at their most IoQ and conventional these 

characters are clearly specialised versions of courtly lovers, and mouthpieces for the 

profoundly patriarchaiist doctrine of honour and s tabw.  

Rochester deconstructs the conventionai portrayals of the nymph and shepherd, 

miwig up their roles, and diising their usuai associated ideologies. His rustics are in 

many ways hybrids of older types - for instance, he instils in his shepherds traits of the 

seducing aristocrat from the pastourelle, especidy lechery and fdseness, and merges 

him with the coMMng satyr of classical Iore. " Another important rewrite in this vein 

is his characterisation of the nymph. Diverging signiscandy fkom the nom, he 

frequentiy dows his pastoral nymph the opportunity to voice her own desires and 

responses, and her expressions - usualiy of a sexual nature - often drown out those of 

the swain. The tone varies âom poem to poem, but one ofRochester's main 

motivations is to shatter the inusion ofthe nigid vütuous courtiy lady, and generaiiy 

the male lover gets shot d o m  dong with her. As with the rnajonty of bis f d e  

characters, the principal object here is satire, but for us the most interesthg ficets of 

these women are found in the residue Ieft behbd by Rochester's relentles cpicism 
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and rnisogyny - regardless of whether the fissures are intentional, our interest is 

piqued by the clash of his modem cynical vision of mankhd and Our contemporary 

revision of the values of his age. 

'The Fail" featured an urban nymph thrown into relief by the golden age values 

she refùses to uphold. One of Rochester's more typicdy pastoral songs, 'Fair Cloris 

in a Piggsty lay" presents the nymph persona in her naturd rural setting with the more 

familiar role of erotic object. Both Clorises are strong reinterpretations of a stock 

type, but in the latter poem Rochester distorts the stereotype by offering a primarily 

femaie perspective aithough it is as an ironic articulation - exposed to the male gaze 

through its readership - ofhis satire on women's wtue. He repeats the common 

pastoral sobriquet Cloris, in these and other lyrics, and though üke the Corinna poems 

they are not always meant to represent the same woman, again Iike the Corinna poems 

there are enough deliberate recurrences to warrant cornparison. The briefly-sketched 

Cloris character Eom "The Fali" was col& unfeehg, and sexually predatory, and 

signais a dangerous level of fernale autonomy as weU as a general moral decline in 

contemporary society. In "Fair Cloris in a Piggsty lay" Rochester offiers a &Mer 

portrayai ofthe nymph and destabiiises the iiterary stereotype through humorous 

denouement in what can be classed as a playful piece of erotica What is unusual in 

this poem is that in most of Rochester's more complex uses ofpastord (usudy in 

longer not n e c e d y  pastoral narratives) nymphs appear as diseased, conniving 

whores, blights on an aiready blemished land; but here - still at pains to debunk the 

concept of the icy platonic nymph - he plays on the tenets of pastoral and replaces her 

with a woman with nahird desû-es, and most importantly substitutes his usual 

degradation with sympathy. The position is deeply ironiseci by the overarching satire 

at work, but the relative lack of cynicism and the frequent dismissai of male sexuality 

exïst as more than trihg anomalies. 

"Fair Cloris in a Piggsty Iay" is the quïrky narrative of a pretty pigherdess who 

dreams that she has been aicked into leavhg her herd and raped by a lustfU1 swain, 
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then awakes aroused and satisfies herself. The poem is fUll of saucy double 

entendres, and the dream clearly plays on Clons's own vanity and false modesty. The 

opening stanza presents an image ofbeauty slumbering in the mire: 

Fair Cloris in a Piggsty lay 
Her tender herd lay by her 
She siept; in murmring Gruntiings they 
Complayneing of the scorching Day 
Her slumbers thus Ïnspire. (Il. 1-5) 

This starua sets the tone for the dream that foiiows, and the reader is led immediately 

to wonder why she is a pigherdess and not a shepherdess. This dismption of the basics 

of the convention is an early waming of the reversais to come - dready the reader is 

forced to question that which is supposed to be taken for granted in pastoral. On top 

ofthis Clons's occupation is deliberately chosen since sheep are syrnbols of innocence 

while pigs are earthier and b ~ g  to mind baser physical appetites. better suited to an 

emtic poem. Their "murmring Gruntlings" in the "scorching Day" anticipate the 

swain's "broken Amorous groan" and his uncontrolable passion - not to mention the 

aurai similarity of 'swain' to 'swine.' The pigs play an important role in the poem's 

d e g o h l  narrative, and Cloris's ties to them are very strong. She is depicted h o a  

as one of them, which has a possible matemal connotation of a sow suckhg her 

pigtets, as well as an implied bestiafity. There are two competing impressions mised by 

these associations, specificdy the contrast between her fairness and her surroundigs 

and the suggestion that she is beastiy herselfwith an unnanirai sexuality, and both 

possiiilities inhabit the poem with equal vaiidity and give some dimension to what is 

otherwise a onediiensiond character. 

This poem is Rochester's only pastoral in which anyone is shown actually 

working, and CIORS'S ùidusaiousness and concem for her herd are important factors in 

differentiating her and the swah In her dream she is employed anth careM pains" in 

feedmg her pigs when the swain rushes in with the news that her "Bosom pi& is in 

danger. The swain, by contrast, has been spendmg his time not labourkg in the fields 
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as swains should, but laying plots "against her Honor." The language used to 

supplement the action leadmg to the rape - the "snowy Arms" lifting the "Ivory pailes 

to fill out graines" - emphasises her Wtue. Clorisy s pu* is undermineci, however. by 

the casual reference to her rapist as "one ofher Love Convicted Swaines" (l.9), 

inferring that he is not her only admirer. Her physical appearance as she rushes off to 

Save her piglet also irnplies a burgeoning sexuality of which she is possibly unaware: 

she fiies as quickiy "As blushes to her face7" and her speed is compared signincantly 

both to "bright Lightning from the Skies" and "Love shott fkom her brighter eies." Her 

fear and anviety become analogous to sexual anticipation, building the reader up for a 

moment of pleasurable climax. Lightening is a conventionai symbol of male potency 

and the second metaphor impiies that her rebuffed loven have probably been 

encouraged by such looks. It is fairy hackneyed pastoral posturing, underscored by 

the mock-courtly solemnity of the language. But it is ail tumed on its ear by the 

reality, or rather the unreality of what is actually happening. The swain does have his 

way with her, but the pleasure is markedly one-sided - she does not subrnit at the last 

minute, the usual outcome in this genre, but continues to struggle. The rape is 

reported fiorn her perspective: 

Now peirced is her virgin Zoan 
She feels the Foe within it 
She heares a broken Amorous groan 
The panhg Loven fainhg moan 
Just in the happy minute. (Il. 3 1-5) 

The rniddle h e s  of the stanza in which she feels him and hears him but does not 

expenence any sensation of her own are particuiarly effective - Clons's impressions 

come as though fkom fër away, and she is wakened with fiight. The expected readerly 

c h a x  is wrenched away as she satisfies the desires insp i  by her fiightening and 

sexudy charged drearn by mashirbating. The poem plays with the cowentionaky of 

the dreamys action and M y  wrests the control ftom the swab and places it wàh the 

nymph The dream depicts a standard male fantasy common in erotic fierature but 
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fiutasy7 and Rochester then gives the convention another twist by having that nymph's 

standard capitulation to desire be resolved not by the swain but in the frame text, but 

by "her own Thumb between her leggs." Her controlled passion makes a mockery of 

the panting "LustniU Slave." 

The third stanza is filled with double meanings that overlay a pastoral carpe 

diem rnini-nartative. Cioris is charged to 

Fiy Nymph oh! fly e're 'tis too late 
A Dear lov'd Hie to Save 
Rescue your bosom Pigg nom fate 
Who now expires hung in the Gate 
That leads to Floras Cave. (B. 1 1- 15) 

The swain is barred fiom entering the vaginal "Floras Caven; the forbidding gate brings 

to mhd a chastity belt, and the hanging pig is a phallic symbol which the swain urges 

her to rescue before it is too late (for his pleasure) - he refers to past seduction 

attempts, excusing the deception: "My selfe had try'd to set hirn fiee/.. . But 1 am so 

abhon'd by Thee." The subtext of the rescue's Ise-or-death urgency is that Cloris's 

insistent Wtue has tragic consequences, but of course any conclusion drawn in this 

poem forces the reader to step back and remember that it is based in lies and fântasy - 

there is no pig in danger, it is the swain's fabrication, which is in tum a figment of 

Cloris's erotic daydream. 

Keith Combe argues that the poem contains a ta& political allegory that 

"adWts a pattern of politicized censure of Chartes's licentious reign based on the 

unexpected reversal of male desireen3* 1 agne with this assessment but 1 think he is 

slightiy off the mark when he goes on to say the target audience for this poem is fops. 

Fops are not deceitfùl rogues, that is the domain ofthe rake, and Rochester is taking 

aim at the clever rake whose deceptive ways are both symptom and cause ofthe 

present decay. Aithough 1 do not want to impose an overly elabonte allegory on the 

poem, 1 believe there are strong echoes that the dishonourable rake is as much a target 
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ofthe poem's satire as  are dishonourable women. As discussed in the previous 

chapter, the rake is a poet-figure representing wit, and here his deception of the nymph 

becomes a seff-deception when his planned rape is cut short and her autoerotic 

satisfaction ends the poem The carpe diem is refùsed because Cloris's oniy viable 

option is the compromise she makes, to be ''Innocent and pleas'd," which compromises 

not only the pleasure but also the future (ie, offspringlwit) of the rake. There is an 

oblique intimation here that wits create lies that degrade the world with impotent verse 

- the narrative unraveiied through levels of fantasy and reality leaves us with a 

hstrated rapist on the one hand and his intended lover's autoerotisrn on the other, and 

lüte '"ïhe Imperfect Enjoyment," the pattern of fded masculine semaiity is repeated 

and here represents the re-aiignment power dehed through sex. Both types of sex 

experienced in the poem - rape and masturbation - are taboo, one is violent and the 

other is non-reproductive. Rape is an aristocratic act, and in this poem Rochester 

deliberately invokes both classical sources and thepastiourelle, an offshoot of pastoral 

in which a peasant girl is either seduced or raped by a powemii lord who boasts of his 

conquest and brings shame on her famiy. h Rochester's version, the nobleman f d s  

and women represent the new way - one which has been exposed through the wanton 

nymph as not nece sdy  honourable - which wili not reproduce, literaüy and 

figuratively, what have become outmoded patriarchaiist values. Pastoral is 

unequivocaiIy an expression of aristocratic nostalgia, and in this and other poemS3 

Rochester's use of mock-pastoral is a corruption that reveals the fiiltering foundations 

of an order being Wed by the inner erosion ofits core ideology, honour. 

Hobbes's "Answer to D'Avenant's Reface before Godbert," d e n  in 1650 

whiie he was in exüe in Paris, offers a configuration oflaerature as it relates to station: 
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celestiai, aeriai, and terrestrial; so the poets (whose work it is by imitating 
human Me, in deiightfd and measured lines, to avert men nom vice, and incline 
them to vimious and honourable actions) have lodged themselves in the three 
regions ofmankind, court, city, and country correspondent in some proportion, 
to those three regions of the world. For there is in princes and men of 
conspimous power (anciently called heroes) a luster and Uinuence upon 
insincereness, mconstancy, and troublesome humor of those that dwell in 
popdous cities, f i e  the mobüity, bluste~g, and impurity ofthe air, and a 
plaimess, and (though d d )  yet a nutritive faculty in nual people, that endures 
a comparison with the earth they labor. 

From thence have proceeded three sorts of poesy, heroic, scommatic 
[ sa t~c] ,  and 

Rochester's "A Ramble in St James's Park" represents a 'scommatic' vision ofa 

mock-pastoral world where the three spheres of 'court, city, and country' coüide. 

Recent discussions of this important narrative poem have often, and justifiably, 

occupied themselves with the violent expressions of hatred and Msogyny against 

Corha  that occupy the second hao f the  poem. This analysis will look at the 

opening thirty lines which ded with the Park itseifand which provide the setting for 

the action that ensues. The first of the three sections that make up the narrative, this 

part htroduces the h s t  person narrator, a city rake who takes the reader on a tour of 

the underbeUy of Restoration London afler a customary session ofgossip and 

debauchery at his haunt, the Bear in Covent Garden. He guides us through St James's 

Park, but our tour is intemtpted when he meets his mistress accompanied by three 

unworthy suitors, and he uses the next part of the poem to verbaliy tear their 

pretensions to shreds. The Iast and Iongest section ofthe poem is taken up with the 

speaker's violent denunnation of his mistress, culminating in a vicious and disturbing 

cune for her firture. Rochester establishes a mock-pastoral setting for the distastehl 

dramatic monologue that follows, and St James's Park, an essentid rendezvous for 

London's khionable set, provides the perfect backdrop. The concept of the park 

itseIfis imerestingiy represented in the poem, and sheds some light on the Restoration 

relationship between t o m  and country. Rochester is clearly very cynicai about the 

urban population's regard for these pseudo-pastoral spaces and he no doubt saw the 
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irony in St James's Park past as part ofHenry Vm's hunting grounds. Charles II, 

Uispired by the elaborate gardens he had seen in France, decided to have it rehbished 

and opened as a public park, pouring public funds into if importing flowers and exotic 

birds for that same public's diversion. St James's Park was not the first public park in 

London - Hyde Park had aiready been opened to the public by James 1 - but it was 

certauily the most spectacular, and formed an integral part of the Court's sociai and 

political schedule. The existence of these artfully 'mraiised' spaces, designed by 

skiiled architects in the centre of London, speaks of a need in the increasingiy urban 

populace to recomect with the growing sense of loss for old values that were naturaiiy 

associated with the incrrasingly mythologised country. But at the same t h e  the very 

artfuness of it aii says that they wanted a revised version of the country - cleaned up, 

without the tauit of labour, leaving only the pure unadulterated aesthetic. In 

Rochester's estimation, this artificid vision is an empty shell that crumbles under the 

weight of its own delusions - because of course the aesthetic was adulterated, not by 

instances of Montrose's 'matenal pastoralism,' but Litedy by its use for semal 

assignations.3s Just as pastoral poetry became a skeleton of its former self; more and 

more a shepherd without a flock, Rochester tells us the English are becoming a people 

without a purpose. The Three Knights of the Elboe and the Slurr" who have 

appropriated the speaker's mistress represent a social mobility ofwhich Rochester did 

not approve, because it was part of the increasing mobüity of property and the 

demeashg potency of the traditional aristocratie power base is expressed in the literal 

debasement ofthe inception ofthis artincial vision of land in Charles II's reign. 

As the speaker of the poem enters the Park he relates the history of a haliowed 

patch of land which h c e  ancient times has been the sethg for lubricious behaviour: 

"But tho' Saint James has the Honor onPt/ 'Tis Consecrate to E c k  and Cunt" (li. 9- 

10). He catalogues a composite sketch ofthe demographic ofthe Park, a cross-section 

ofLondon society, h m  Great Lords to Rag Pickers, Heiresses to GaoIers, aü of 

whom, dong with our guide, are united by th& cornmitment to "stül take care to seel 
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DNnkemess ReWd by Leachery" (ü. 5-6). Rochester portrays the revellea as 

heirs to a long tradition ofdebauchery, a lheage that can be traced back to the pagan 

Picts and the lewd rituais he attributes to them. The entire poem harks back to ancient 

times - its poetic influences are Juvenalian, its setting mock-pastoral - intimating that 

English society has retumed to its pagan roots, though not to the nchness ofthe 

Romans, but rather to the bmtality and uncouthness of their native forebears. The 

implication is that Charles II's is not another golden age, but a restoration of English 

barbarity with rnerely a veneer of Continental civility. 

Rochester's "Rarnble" draws satirical inspiration fiom Edmund Wailer's 166 1 

commemorative poem "On St James's Park, As Lately hproved by his Majesty." 

Waller's poem is a fiirly straight panegyric to the h g  using the improvements to the 

Park as a pretext for his adulation. Like Rochester's, Wailer's poem is stnictured as a 

ramble, with the speaker's Muse leading hi through the newly formed byways of the 

Park where she foretells the propitious fuhire of the grounds and the monarch who 

created them. Waller's speaker describes the Park in detail and compares it to Eden, 

thereby hscniing his own cornmernoration as a new Genesis. Rochester's poem is 

cleariy intended to deflate Waller's lofty aims. He deliierately takes references and 

twists them, taking Waller's innocent grove where "Methinks 1 see the love that shail 

be madeJThe lovers walking in that amorous shade" (Wailer, 11.21-2)% and 

ttansforrning it into a place where "nightly now beneath their shade/ Are buggeries, 

Rapes, and uicests made" (Rochester, 11.23-4). It is not particularly surprishg that 

Walier's rendering of the park's exhüarated trees, 'Bold sons of earth, that thmst their 

arrns so highJ As if once more they wouid uivade the sky" (U. 69-70), had p M c  bells 

Mghg in Rochester's head. He effdvely annuls Waller's worshipful intentions, 

minpiing hem with his description ofthe jilted Pict who waîked these grounds long 

before: 

Poor pensive Lover in this place 
Wou'd fngg upon his Mothers &ce 
Whence Rowes ofMmdrakes t d  did rise 
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The jilted lover, "Deluded of his Assignation" (1. 15)' presages the speakers own 

betrayd as weiI as inferring an oblique reference to the jilting king, who fded to make 

good on the early promise of his reign. Waller's grove recalls a t h e  when the faj .  

kings of Britain populated the forests and drew wisdom from the "sacred groves" (1. 

74). Rochester replaces the wise faines with lusty pagans inhabithg an "aü-sin- 

sheltering Grove" (i. 25), and the religious degory is displaced by connotations of un- 

Christian witchcraft and magic. In doing so, he corrupts the serene vision ofa place 

where the newly-restored King Charles's wise contemplation wili ensure a peacefbl 

fimire after years ofupheavd. Waller's poem is resolutely about the future, though it 

does refer briefly to the C i d  War when it compares Westminster Abbey to the nearby 

House of Commons "where all our ills were shaped" 0.99). Significantly, the ody 

public buildimg mentioned in Rochester's poem is the Beare. 

Waller was a generation older than Rochester, not quite a relic of the Caroline 

age, but a survivhg poet of the Puritan years and one of the major influences on 

Augustan verse. He was a Pioneer of the smoothly metered end-stop verse that was to 

dominate the eighteenth century and was counted by the Restoration writen as "one of 

the nrst refhers of our English language and p~etry."~ Rochester reputedly held the 

older poet in very high esteem, so why would he choose to degrade Waller's harmiess 

flattery in this way? Y Rochester's poem was written about ten yem after Waller's, 

and it seems likely that reading Waiier's optimistic and flowery k e s  provoked hUn to 

present the Park - and London society - as they had redy become. Waiier's poem is 

about nature tamed for a higher purpose, to inspire hurnanity to achieve great things. 

He shows the Park in dayiight, with "gallants dancing by the river siden and "ladies, 

anpiing in the crystal Iake." However, there is somethiag strange going on even in 

Waller's apparentiy idyiiîc world ûverhead, above the pleasure boats, 

a fi ock of new-sprung fowl 
Hangs in the air, and does the su0 controi, 
Darktning the sky, they hover o'er, and shroud 



The wanton sdors with a feather'd cloud. (Waller, 11.27-30) 

The fisherwomen, meanwhile, 

Feast on the waters with the prey they take; 
At once victorious with their lines, and eyes, 
They make the fishes, and the men, their prize. (Waller, Il. 34-6) 

AU is not weli, even in the fatasy reaIm. Waller's poem, written a year into Charles 

E s  reign, is fU of warnings. The flock of new-spning fowl who %mg' in the air could 

be the same upstarts Rochester refers to, and according to Waller they control the Sun 

(the King?). Negative diction follows: they darken, hover, and shroud, connotations 

that seem to augur iil. The voracious fisherwomen are active and greedy hunters, and 

are overseen by cupids and sea-nymphs, themselves 

From Thetis sent as spies, to make report, 
And teII the wonders ofher sovereign's Court. 
AH that can, living, feed the greedy eye, 
Or dead, the pdate, may you here descry (Waller, Il. 39-42) 

Waller's poem seems unable to maintain its optimisrn without ambivalence creeping in, 

and Rochester's anti-pastoral park confïrms the unease of Wallets "doubtful Muse" (1. 

48). 

The characters that occupy Rochester's inverted pastoral setting are maidy 

social and sexual upstarts, objects of satire but also sources of anxiety for an 

endangered peer iike Rochester. He paints the scene with as ugiy a bmsh as he can, 

but undercuts the attack by placing a semi-autobiographical character in their midst, 

makùig his own tashionable set accessories to the corruption It cm be no accident 

that Rochester retumed again and again to the name Corinna, and as he pauits an 

imrerted pastoral scene as a setting for her violent debasement, the grasping dusion to 

Herrick's undeniably more innocent pastoral celebration "Corinna's Going A-Maying" 

bespegks a tortureci realisation that those days ofhocent nostalgia can never be 

regained. 



Rochester's literary feud with the minor courtier and poet Sir Cam Scroope 

produced many bitter invectives on either side. Rochester deridecf Scroope as 'Poet 

Nmy' and Scroope responded by inviting him to "Raile on poor feeble smibler." 

Scroope's '4 cannot change as others do* and Rochester's reply poem '7 swive as well 

as others do" fonn part of this feud and are characteristic ofa type of pastoral 

decadence that became cornmon in the Restoration period. These 'pastoral' poems, 

though peopled with shepherds and nymphs, are Wtuaüy devoid of the other usuai 

signposts of the genre - lofty feeling, praise of nature, golden age nostalgia, sheep. 

The characters invoke the tradition in what is a rnixhtre of shorthand reference to 

pastoral's concems and the evolutionary vestiges of a dead paradigrn. 

Scroope's Song certainly seems to f d  more in the second category. It is a 

slight affâir which bears enough trappings ofthe pastoral to evoke the form - a sighing 

swain and a cold-hearted nymph, both with Latinate names, and a theme ofunrequited 

love - but it suffers tiom lumbe~g metre and tired melodrama The poem's main 

interest today lies in its role as the inspiration for Rochestets bizanely grotesque 

rejoinder. We are lefi to wonder how such a seemingiy innocuous poem inspires such 

a violent reaction. On the d a c e ,  the connedon between the two poems is spurious. 

There is no doubt Rochester's is a response to Scroope: they share deliberately similar 

structure, metre, refiain, and opening line. In ternis ofthematics, however, Rochester's 

rude proclamations have neither an apparent f i t y  nor an obvious satirical aim when 

set agaïnst Scroope's anaemic Iament. Rochester's poem is r d y  not pastoral at ail, his 

lovers are not figured as swains or nymphs, and this time his reduction of the pastoral 

form is cornpiete - he has moved beyond mock-pastord to a poem that envisions the 

death of pastoral as represented by the obliteration of Scroope's anachronistic vision 

Scroope's poem begins with the swain Amyntas's cornplaint "1 cannot change as 

others do," which mimediateIy invites a few questions: Change to what? Who are the 

others? Why can't he change? The second Iuie informs us that the swain's beloved 
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"unjustly scom[s]" his inabiiity to change despite the fact that "that poor Swayne 

that sighs for yod For you alone was boni". From these insipid beginnings Amyntas 

hatches a twisted revenge plot in which he will die of a broken heart and Phülis will 

live on in regret of her indifference: 

mat welcome hour that ends his smart 
WP then begin your pain, 
For such a faim1 tender Heart 
Can never break, can never break in vain. (Il. 13- 16) 

The poem ends on the sarne note of self-pity with which it began, the swain codorted 

by a desperate hope phrased in woeful refiain. 

Scroope's Phillis is the traditional nymph of the main-Iarnent poems - silent 

and unpitying - while Rochester's Phillis, iïke Cloris the pigherdess, has been used to 

t r d o r m  the pastoral nymph £tom a vimious paragon into a fleshiy woman, although 

in this instance he has taken the metamorphosis to a surreai extreme. Rochester's 

main demands Phillis's reasons for scorning his "tender Heart," and she is given the 

rest of the poem to responci, though the poem's interest is clearly not to represent a 

sympathetic W e  voice. Phillis's theatrical admission "Alas I am, alas I am a Whore" 

both debases Scroope's conventional refiah and prefaces a grotesque elaboration on 

her wantonness: 

Were al1 my body Iarded o're, 
W1t.h Darts of Love, so thick, 
That you mi@ 6nd in ev'ry Pore, 
A weU stuck standing Prick; 
Whüst yet my Eyes aione were fkee, 
My Heart, wourd never doubt, 
In Am'rous Rage7 and Extasie, 
To wish those Eyes, to wish those Eyes fiickt out. 

This m e a l  and shocking stanza is, in stark contrast to Scroope's poern, nch in 

interpretative possibilities. tt is a Wating male btasy of a woman so sexualised that 

she caanot be satisfÎed untiI every last pore and orifice is covered and clogged with 

masculinity* Rochester htentionaliy creates the image of the sperm-coated body 

covered in erect penises with ody the eyes remaitiing to repulse both visuaily and 



thematidy. The resuIt is a fantasy of female desire that is a gross perversion of 

conventionai mde mi r ro~g .  DOM& rapturous lover in Elegy for instance, 

imagines his mistress as an undiscovered continent and sees his own triumph reflected 

in her beauty, Rochester takes this trope and perverts it fht by having Phillis voice the 

degrading fantasy, and then by representing that fantasy as a literalised metonym for 

mascullliity, ie sperm and penises. The last lines of the poem express a demented wish 

for total consumption by male desire, the "Eyes kckt out" delineating the violent and 

h a i  extinguishment of the female se6 rendered in the iroNcd sing-song repetition 

copied fiom Scroope's poem. 

In tems of pastoral. 1 think Rochester's vision ofa grotesque sexual abundance 

has parallels in the complicity ofnature in augmenting the wealth of the country house 

in the Renaissance pastoral mbgenre, the country house poem. Raymond Williams 

asks, in his discussion of Jonson's "To Penshurst" and Carew's "To Saxham," "What 

kind of wit is it atactly - for it must be wit; the most ardent traditionalists wül hardly 

claim it for observation - which has birds and other creatures offiering themselves to be 

eaten?" Wiliiams quotes the foiiowing passage fiom "To Penshurst": 

To crowne thy open table, doth provide 
The purpled pheasant with the speckled side: 
n ie  painted partrich lyes in every field 
An4 for thy messe, is wülllig to be kiü'd." 

Williams assesses this expression as dependent upon "a shared and conscious point of 

view towards naturen: 

The awareness of hyperbole is there, is indeed what is conventional in just this 
l i t e q  comrention, and is controlied and ratifiecl, in any wider view. by a 
common consciousness. At one Ievel thÏs is a wiiiing and happy ethic of 
coclsummg, made evident by the organisation of the poems around the 
centrality of the dining table. Y& the possible grossness of this, as in Carew (a 
wihg largeness of hyperbole, as in so many Cavalier poems, as the a m e n e s  
of an alternative point of view makes simple statement impossible) is modined 
in Jonson by a certain pathos, a conscious reaüsation ofhis sitllatioa" 

Rochester's poem represents an mdirect parody of Jonson's vision, with an equal 

awmeness of the hyperbole, but the generosity Jonson revels in is exposed as merely a 
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desire for consumption On the one hand, Rochester is deflating Scroope's Io@ 

outrage by telling him that he is falsely investing his values in a vaiueless commodity, 

that women are naturai whores, and that the property they represent has been 

prostituted. On the other han& the defiation of the Jonsonian romanticisation of 

noblesse oblige is a step fiirther in his project of demystification, and it questions the 

foundations such notions were buitt on, albeit obliquely and through a misogynist 

degradation. 

The convoluted diction of Rochester's poem at times makes it diicult to know 

who is speaking - it is as though the fantasy takes on a life of its own and feeds on iu 

own perversion, reaching a surreal conclusion that consumes both Phillis and the male 

lover. The lover is left in the dust of the conventional question he has posed, rendered 

speechless by the h o d c  vision it has engendered. Rochestefs poem presents a 

disturbing vision of gender relations, but Scroope's poem offers an equaily unhealthy, if 

Iess graphic, view of the inequabies between the sexes. Scroope's male speaker wants 

to retaliate with violence but is ineffectud, while Rochestefs male lover is 

inconsequentid and merges into the sea of phduses that Phillis salivates for. The scale 

of betrayal is worlds apart but the spirit is the same. What Rochester is responding to 

in Scroope's poem is the mad inefficacy of its vision, and so he responds with an 

antitheticaily insane world view. 

Lady, the poem is a court attack against Scroope the rivai poet and courtier. 

Scroope moved in the same social circles as Rochester, and was associated at times 

with Muigrave's faction. David Vieth points out that Phülis could represent Cary 

Frazier, one ofthe queen's Maids ofHonour whom Scroope was courting in 1676-7. 

She was also reported to have been MuIgrave's mistress and the tact that her father 

was the unofficial 'royal abortionist' couid certallity be used to add fuel to any satire 

agaînst her. Rochester also composed the impromptu, "On Cary Frazier": 

Her father gave her dildos Sg 
Her mother made 'em up a score: 
But she loves nought but livmg pncks, 
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And swears by God she'U fng no more. 

And now in 'The Mock Song" Frazier has henelfbecome a 'ïiving prick' she loves so 

weli. Mulgrave and Scroope had every reason to believe in the system that was 

working for them, and their unadventurous poetic output bears this out Scroope's 

poem is an expression of social conservatism - the "others" are the harbingers of the 

"change" he claims he cannot accept, they are the Libertines ofwhom he did not 

approve, the defamers of England's correct verse, and proponents of a nihilistic 

philosophy. Ironicaiiy his protest is by means ofa pastoral suicide, which Rochester's 

violent response renders comparable to a temper tantrum. His desperate grasp on 

outmoded ideas is evidenced by his usage ofthe pastoral form, which he employs in 

bland but eamest defence of tradition, but which might as weU LiteraiIy represent 

pastoral's suicide. Rochester's poem, tike "St James's Park," is a disturbing wakeup 

c d  to a feliow poet, telling him that the world is in fact exactly the opposite to what 

he believes. Mulgrave accused Rochester of pninence in his "Essay upon Poetry": 

Obscene words, too gros for desire, 
Like heaps of Fuel do but choak the Fue. 
That Author's Name has undeserved praise, 
Who pd'd the appetite he meant to raise." 

What he did not comprehend is that he had unwdtimgiy struck upon Rochester's very 

a h  - that the world had been tumed inside out by events beyond anyone's control, 

and the reaüty of this fact poisoned aii the age tried to hold dear: desire, potency, 

pleasure, honour. 

Rochester's own fàmous intemal stniggie between his t o m  and country 

obligations provides an interesthg background to his pastoral attitudes. He was in the 

not entireiy unique position ofbemg a peer whose ties to the country were necessady 

strong because of landed interests. Add to this the ïmpoverishment ofhis estate and 

the battie over his court office as Ranger of Woodstock Park and the country becomes 

a very wmpiicated place for Rochester. E s  Adderbq wodd be no Penshurst; that 
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generosity is gone, ifit ever existed. On the other hand Rochester rarely entertained 

at his own estate, but preferred to invite his guests to Woodstock Lodge, a place of 

fintasy provided diiectly by the Crown, and where "his Lordship had severail 

Iascïvious Pictures drawn" and where he and his fnends amused themselves and the 

local population with nude bathing foUowed by "a nisk for forty yards in the meadow 

to dry our~elves."~ 

Pastoral d v e d  into the eighteenth century, until its next reinvention by the 

Romantics and in the nineteenth century when it was again a potent weapon in the 

attack on industrialism. Rochester's pastoral contributions constitute a rninor part of 

his so-cded minor poetry, but they are emblematic ofhis use of poetic tradition to 

evaluate the turbulent times in which he lived. In his estimation the nobleman has 

become interchangeable with the rustic - neither possesses honour anymore, and the 

rustic, as the t o m  encroaches on the country, bringing vilifkation with it, had traded 

communion with nature and its attending wisdom for a taste of modemity. Rochester 

took a fonn that was being pailidly employed by his contemporaries and put it to use in 

a host of attacks on complacency as weii as defiant expressions ofa warped world 

view. He was aware that the courtly form could never exist as it had in the 

Renaissance, but his l e s  than Io@ attempts derived an angry power from the enforced 

silenchg of that tradition during the Interregnurn and at least had pastoral's pulse 

beating again. 
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Conclusion 

Artemiza and Chloe: 
Women, t o m  and country, and the question of wit 

Rochester's epistolary poem ''A Letter fiom Artemiza in the Tome to Chloe in 

the Countrey" provides a fitting place to conclude the concepts explored in this study. 

Encapsulated within this comedy of manners in miniature is an investigation ofa point 

of convergence between the town and country with wit acting as a catalyst for both 

positive and negative action. Rochester uses the epistolary form as a &une for the 

dramatic action of the poem which is, as the title suggests, a letter fiom the town to 

the country. As we have seen, these designations indicate far more than rural or urban 

spaces - the locations of the two conespondents are dictated by duty and necessity and 

the two spheres they occupy move in orbit around the court, and the letter is an act of 

communication bringing the two worlds and d their opposirtg ideologies into contact. 

The poem demonstrates that it is a point of ection and disruption, but one that 

culminates in a moral vision which is in tum disrupted by the current of satire that runs 

through the poem. 

'Town' and 'country' would have immediately registered a series of contrasting 

principles in Restoration readers of the poem - town versus country gives way to 

liber- versus conservatism, action versus contemplation, rakes versus cuckolds, sex 

vernis reproduction, experience versus innocence, and wit venus foppery. Rochester 

sets out to disturb these dialech,  and Artemiza begins fiom the outset by imrolwig 

another binary, masculine venus femlliine, by writing as her country fiiend has bid her 

in the Ianguage ofthe town, "in Versen As she says, by attempting it she sets herseif 

up as "the Fiddle ofthe Tome" because she is essaying a strictfy masculine forum, 

wà. But though she protests to the contrary, warning hers&"poetry7s a snareJ 

BedIam has many Mansions: have a Care" (U. 16-17) where even "stoutest Ships (the 

Men of Witt) are Io& (L 13), she deMy accomplishes her ta& composing a witty 



verse epistle. and uses town's own language to revile it. She knows what Chloe, out 

of touch with the news of the town, wants to hear: 

Y'expect att least, to heare, what Loves have past 
In this Lewd Towne, synce you, and I mett Iast. 
What change has happen'd ofhtngues and whether 
The Old ones Iast, and who, and who's togeather. 
But how, my dearest Chioe, shail 1 sett 
My pen to write, what 1 wodd fauie forgett, 
Or name that lost thing (Love) without a teare 
Synce soe debauch'd by ill-bred Customes here? (Il. 32-9) 

Her Juvenalian vision of the town is hardly designed to make Chloe long for it, and the 

reference to 'iU-bred Customes' is an ùonic inversion of what is normaliy a charge 

against the buncivilised' country, here expressed in compliment of ChIoe's situation. 

That sentiment is overtumeâ, however, with the appearance of the "fine Lady" who 

proclaims 

I fynde my selfe ridicuiously growne 
Embarassé with being out of Towne, 
Rude, untaught, m e  any Indian Queene; 
My Country nakednesse is stmgely seene. (U. 97- 100) 

She then asks her town hostess the same questions Artemiza has anticipated 

fiom Chioe: "How is Love govem'd? Love, that rules the StateJ And, pray, 

who are the Men most worne of Iate?" (U. 101-2). She is a former town wit 

who has m b e d  a fop "her humble Knight," a "necessary thing," despte his 

"Countrey-drinking-breath" because "These are mie Wornens Men" (U. 74,92, 

She goes on to teil the sordid tale of"that wretched thinge Corinna," 

and here the poem darkens considerably. The fine lady relates how Corinna, 

once an admùed beauty, made the rnistake of f i h g  in love with a man ofwit, 

"Who found 'twas d a  to love above a dayJ Made his in-natut'd Jest, and 

went away" (a 199-200). It seems quite possible that this jest refers to the 

rake's avowed revenge in "A Ramble in St James's PaW: 



Loathed and despised, kicked out or th' Town 
Into some dirty hole done, 
To chew the cud of misery 
And know she owes it aU to me, 
And may no woman better thrive 
That dares prophane the cunt 1 swive! (U. 16 1-66) 

Her offence in that poem was consorting with "knight errant Panunours," to whom he 

believes she has betrayed 'The secretts of my tender houres." The trio offops 

represent the encroaching ciasses, and consist of a hack, a foolish gentry hek, and an 

ambitious court pretender. Corinna embodies for him a prostituted sense of honour, 

especiaily his honour, which has been tainted by these moneyed interests. Ironicaily, as 

the fine lady tells us, his action forces her into literal prostitution, preying on the 

gubble country gentry. Mer  her fall, Corinna is portrayeci k e  a spider who "in sorne 

darke hole must al1 the Winter lye7' till Easter term when the country families visited 

the city, and then she will seize her chance and cozen a young heir, with predictably 

The unbred puppy, who had never seene 
A Creature looke soe gay, or talke soe fine, 
Beleaves, then f d s  in Love, and then in De& 
Morgages dl, e'ne to th' Auncient Seate, 
To buy this Mistresse a new house for life; 
To give her Plate, and Jeweils, robbs his wife; 
And when to the height of fondness he is growne, 
'Tis tyme, to poyson him, an a's her owne. 
Thus meeting in her Comrnon A m s  his Fate, 
Hee leaves her Bastard Heyre to his Estate; 
And as the Race of such an Owle desemes, 
His orne la- progeny he starves. (iI. 240-5 1) 

The precariousness of status is shown in this formulation, and it is ciear that because 

Corinna has been undone by wit, she has been forced to  ni parasite on a country 

estate, and disinherit legitimacy. The systems of exchange in the poem are aii shown 

to be parasitical upon each other, with a stroag sense of femuùsed top victimisation 

that is connected to a legitimate (ifnaive) vision of the land; wit is clearliy implicated as 
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weapon of destruction, but this t h e  d the reverberations of the verbal attack are 

revealed, 

Another economy displayed in the poem is the feminuie exchange system 

between the four femaie personae. There is a complete lack of positive masculine 

presence in the poem, and aii of our infiormation is nItered through the levels of 

narrative voice and ditTering ferninine perspectives which play off one another. 

Artemiza herselfstands between the twinned worlds of town and country and wit and 

foppery, purponediy not padcipating but oniy acting as a mord observer. She is witty 

but expiicitly does not sexualise wit, and tells the third hand moraüty tale m which wit 

has been effectively used as a weapon in the harshest possible way. Her name as well 

puts her perfectly between the two spheres, as Artemis she is the moon, the Wgin 

huntress - her wit thus uses a purer weapon cleansed by her vUginity and imbued with 

the naturai feminine wisdom ofthe moon, but as a huntress she is a nature goddess 

who possesses a potent power. Chloe is a less signincant player, she is silent but 

presents a foi1 for the sins of the town, possibly a country wife longing to visit like the 

fine lady. Corinna and Chioe act as opposite extremes of fernininity - Corinna's has 

become based in a predatoty sexualty, whiie Chloe's is contained in a purifying 

environment. Their stories are m e n ,  they do not write them themselves as they are 

excluded presences, only present in others' voices. Most interesthg though is the 

indirect dialogue between Artemim and the fine lady, who each oEen a visionary 

monologue dîîected at another Iistener, but on the same topic, wit and the tom. Their 

defiected dialogue buried and layered in levels of narrative resonates with multiple 

Eniths, u n e ,  and ambiguous mord judgements that fonn a meaninpsii and cornplex 

contriion to the debate. In the poem wit and foiIy meet, as do town and country, 

and they are centred on the figure of the monkey which fonns a pause m the middle of 



the poem, when the fine lady pauses in her praise of fools to commune with 'mer much 

The dirty chatt'ring Monster she embrac't, 
And made it this fine tender speech att Iast 
Esse mee, thou curious Miniature of Man; 
How odd thou art? How pritty? How lapan? 
Oh I could live, and dye with thee - then on 
For halfe an houre in Complement shee runne. (11. 14 1-6) 

The monkey represents both an exotic, bestial sexuality and a creature who 'apes' man, 

much like the fop who is a 'dirty, chattering monster' compared to the wit. There can 

be no coincidence that the most famous portrait of Rochester pictures him solernnly 

crownhg a monkey with a wreath of laurels, the traditional way ofhonouring poets. 

Rochester is clearly making a statement in both instances about the connection 

between wit and foppery, that they are involved in an exchange of power. When 

Arternisia wonders "bat nature meand When this mixed thing into the world she 

sent" it is initiaily unclear of whom she is speaking, the lady or the monkey, for they 

are both strange 'Mxed things.' The business of wntllig poetry has been compted by 

the same world that has made love "lie play, to be an arrant trade" (1. 5 1). Love and 

poetry are commodined in the poetv of this mad, camivalesque society - in a bitterly 

nostalgie inversion ofthe pnor age of idealisation. 

The idea ofthe debt to pleasure is a ruhg one in Rochester's tife. He was in 

many ways, as were many courtiers, a giorüïed court jester and pimp to the King 

(which he fieeIy admitted), but he constantly undermined this role by bithg the hand 

that fed hun. In order to live the Iife that would eventudy destroy him, Rochester 

depended financidy on the King and he paid the debt with his informal s e ~ c e s  and 

poems, prostituting his wit to what he believed to be an unworthy cause. The 

debasement ofhis wit is foppery d a  tragic, inexplicable sort, which leads hîm to a 

world where "my fantastic mind may provel The torments it desemes to üy" ("Absent 

fiom thee" U. 6-7). After his conversion, and very near his death, Burnet wrote tells us 

"He told me, He had overcome aü his Resentments to aU the World; so that he bore ill- 
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wü.i to no Person, nor hated any upon personal accounts. He had given a tme state of 

his Debts, and had ordered to pay them di, as fiir as his Estate that was not setied, 

could go: and was confident that if al1 that was oweing to him were paid to his 

Executors, his Creditors would ail be satisiied."' Poets like Spenser and Sidney, 

Rochester's poetic debtors, would have likely been both repdsed and attracted by his 

interpretations of theu Renaissance legacy, this is a cornparison which again leaves us 

in the void of unassailable paradox Rochester's poetic landscape evo kes, unable and 

unwilling to "crave pardon for [his] h ~ d ~ h e d d e . " ~  Or, to use Artemiza's words, he 

leaves us "pleas'd with the contradiction and the sin." 
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